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This work covers the Age of Miss Austen and sir T/alter 
flcott, and I have tried to give a detailed critical study of 
these two great masters regarding their individual merits and 
their influence* on the age. The minor novelists of the period 
are not so critically dealt with. As regards the last chapter, 
it*" 
i.e. 'Dickens — Thackeray group'.needless to say that though 
Dickens and Thackeray do not "belong to the age of Hiss Auste« 
and-Scott, fttA their personality is all pervading in the 
nineteenth century, and therefore whatever portion of tht 
nineteenth century novel ia chosen, it is imposp-iole to ignore 
them altogether. 
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CHAPTERS 1. 
The Origin of English Novel* 
The eighteenth century in English literature saw ma 
triumphs in the different departments of prose literature> but 
perhpas its greatest achievement is the discovery of modern 
English novel. England not only ranks supreme in the number 
and fine qualities of her novels* but it may as well be claim-
ed for F.ggland that this species of literature is its most 
original contribution to the world of letters, ilatthew Arnold 
may say that *by nothing is England so glorious asjby her poetry' 
but the fact rera-'.insjthat the epic, the drama and the romance 
were first produced oy other nations. England borrowed the 
forms of these vehicles of literary expression, moulded it 
to ?mit the insular temperament of the people of England,and 
then gave to the world as wrought to the highest standard of 
perfection* But such isinot the case with the novel. The modern 
novel seems to have thrived on %he Tlnglish soil. 
But before novel could reach its modern stager it 
had to pass through centuries of almost imperceptible develop-
ment. In the study of the development of English ITovel we are 
apt to begin from Richardson and Fielding^and fix 1740 as the 
date of the birth of English novel. But it is narrowing the 
meaning of novel, for it is equal to assenting that no work of 
the kind existed before 1740 and that Fielding and Richardson 
had to invent all at once, method and matter. As a matter of 
fact materials for the evolution of modern novel had been 
accumulating from the very beginning of the world. TThen every 
thing was ready and the age was prepared to welcome it, it 
required only "the unconscious han<is of Richardson" to intro-
duce it to the world. Therefore, in order to study the origin 
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of English novel, we must take the meaning of novel in its 
broadest sense, that is fictitious narrative. For fiction is 
the fountain-head to which the epic, the romance, the drama and 
the novel of our own time trace their origin. As for the origin 
of fiction, it would be best to assume that it is the birth 
right of humanity, and islaB old as humanity itself. Having thus 
linked modern novel to its fountain-head, Fiction, it only re-
mains for uefto descend a little and stop at the stage where 
romance begins. As for the birth of romance it would suffice 
to say thatjwith the progress of time, fiction began to be 
encumbered with unreality; and thus, in course of time fiction 
freed itself from the restraint of fact and romance was born. 
T.'e have thus far been taking painjsto establish legi-
timate relation between novel and romance but in the very 
ban-inning we have to face serious opposition from a section of 
critics who insist upon keeping novel and ronarce asunder. 
They woiild go to Marivauac and Richardson or atpost to Madame 
De La Fayette for the origin of novel excluding Bunyan and even 
I-efoe. But the counter-arguments are numerous. In the first 
place the idea of novel arising so late ie urihistorical and 
absurd: :uch sud-en appearance of literary innovation without 
parents is unknown in literature. In the second place an insist-
r 
ence at the separation of novel from romance involves one anothe 
great inconvenience. In studying the devslopement of novel and 
romance separately for the last two or three centuries "we 
shall have to carry the wall of partition along the road as 
well as across it" which seems to be practically impossible whei 
every student of literature knows how inseparabely they are 
inter-connected. The separation of romance and novel — of the 
story of incident and the story of character and motive — - is 
a mistake, though a very common mistake. Both in romance and 
in novel the story element is necessary and the difference 
between the two lies in the predominance of imagination in the 
one and of reality in the other. The crude minds of our ancie*^ 
forefathers took delight in the impossible stoties of giants, 
fairies, witches and of marvellous adventures, but with the 
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progress of time this element of excessive imagination and of 
impossible heroes was curbed by a desire to present life as it 
is. Imagination is controlled by intellect and our credulity 
is no longer taxed by impossibilities. Thus, novel is the most 
direct offshoot of romance . Both romance and novel rest on the 
same ground — • the story element but with the progress of 
human mind only the outward form is changed. 
Having thusjfar laboured to prove that modern novel 
is the legitimate child of mediaeval romance we must now quicken 
our pace to deal with the mediaeval ancestors of English novel. 
It was Horman England that came into possession of immense body 
of fictitious narrative. The heroes of these tales were taken 
from Teutonic, Celtic, French, classic and Eastern traditions. 
The Celtic races of Europe early preferred to tell their tradi-
tional tales in prose. The Eormans, like the Teutonic races, 
narrated in verse, and their stories reappeared in verse, long 
"before they were transla ted in prose in the 15th century, Prom 
the time of tha celebrated Layamon,translation and adaptation 
••rent on throughout the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries and 
the establishment of tha English language in about the middle 
of the i4th century gave a fresh imetus to the process. In this 
A 
way the four principle cycles of romance dealing severally with 
e 
the legends of ArthuJ*, Charlemagn, iilexander,and Troy were made 
familiar to the people of England in their own language by tha 
pee pi close of the fourteenth century. Passing through the hands 
of the "French and Anglo Herman poets and reciters, and the le-
gends reached England in an elaborately wrought form. 
It was from Freeh versions that Malory, Caxton, and 
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Lord 3erners gave to the Arthur and Charlemagne romances their 
first English prose dress. The history of the English prose 
fiction begins with these three illustrious names, With their 
coming on the stage the minstril sinks into oblivion. The gre^ 
er part of the story-telling of fihattcerp time was in the hand^ 
of the minstrels long before Shaucer were becoming degenerate 
and were sinking into obscurity on account of the dazzling 
splendour of the new literary rivals headed by immortal Chaucer 
Chaucer at once found the monotony of the minstrel's chronology 
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intolerable. He riditHiled the sup#rmacy of the minstrel and 
the allegorical mode of narration. But he wrote in verse and 
prose was slow to learn from him. Although his prose writings 
deserve no particular mention, it is difficult to pass over 
Chaucer without marking the high pitch of perfection to which 
he brought the art of narration in verse. Being both romancer 
and realist, he clothed in artistic form the low intrigues, 
the adventure;andAromance of chivalry mixed with delicate 
characterization, gentle humour and dramatic realism. In ' 
•Troilee and Cre^ si'la* he moves most directly towards modern 
novel. 
But first in importance and first in interest to 
him who islseeking the origin of the modern novel are the le-
gends of Icing Arthur and the Round Table, the ncope of which is 
faintly represented in Tennyson's 'Idylls of the king'. The so» 
called 'Celtic matter' apple&led vary forcibly to the imaginati 
minds of the French and the Anglo-Norman*poets who reared a 
vagt superstructure over it translating it into a splendid 
romanoe. Long after it a certain nir Thomas ITalory made a 
graceful redaction of the Arthurian legends m his 'Kortenarthv 
(1485) which is the first easily accessible prose romance in 
English, The great merit of the writer is that he got rid of 
ft/* 
the troublesome and conventional burden of allegory, essayed^sw 
interpretation of the human heart and invented a lucid and 
vigorous style of narration. But his book became^as Professor 
Raleigh has said, "the feeder of poetry rather than of prose", 
and it gave no intimation of the methods of the modern novel. 
The same may be said of such versions of the Charlemagne,Amad^ 
and Palmerian Cycles of romances as "Euon of • Bordeaux"» public 
ed by Lord Berners, perhaps in 1535, and innumerable others. 
The first half of the 16th century is dreary waste, 
^vthe history of English prose fiction. Its only luminary is 
Hore's •Utopia* written in Latin. Amid the fierce struggle rf-
Catholicism and Protestantism for supermacy in English polite 
men were too much engaged to write prose fiction. The few who 
found time to read stories and romances were content with thos 
that Caxton, ^ ynkyn do Worde, Pysse* and Copland printed for 
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them froa mediaeval manuscripts or translated for them from 
French and German. But even these translators and printers me 
rit a paaeing glance for they at least succeeded in maintainii 
the direct line, worn to a slender thread, of the development 
English fiction. Caxton though only a printer and a mere trans 
lator, had a gwraine taste for mediaeval romanoe which Inspire 
him to devote himself largely to popularising the old romances 
by printing them. Moat of those he printed were his own? trans* 
lationo from French. His contribution to the English fiction 
is two-fold. In the firstlplace, by publishing all that was best 
in the earlier romances he secured to the English literature 
continuity of development. The Renaissance ushered in an immentft 
body of new models that, but for Caxton*s labours, would have 
ousted the old ones. In the second place, as transla tioyand 
printer he established the old romances of chivalry so firmly 
in the favour of the English people that, insplte of the 
overwhelming and adverse forces of the Henaissanoe, they con* 
tinued to be reprinted for centuries, Canton's immediate succes-
sor, Wynkyn de Y/orde continued the work of printing and trans-
lation begun by Caxton. One of the finest contribution to 
romance literature is Lord Berner's version of the story of 
"Huon of BordeaXfc" which was printed at Y/orde1 s press. It is the 
best English prose specimen of the Charlemange legendajjust as 
Malory's M»rte D1Arthur is the best of the Arthurian Cycle of 
romance. Besides Caxton and Worde there is William Copland 
who published immense versions of the mediaeval stories. Amfcng 
these three Caxton stands forth as the pioneer. But with all 
these translations and adaptations, the mediaeval romances be-
came too old-fashioned.to stand against the new Influences of . 
the Renaissance. YThatever claim they had on the favour of the 
English public was due to style and not to theme. Thus^with the 
decadence of mediaeval romance and the coming in of new forms 
t 
of literature in a Jumbled state. JPhe direct line in the deve-
lopment of English fiction is at this point, as has already 
been pointed out, reduced to a slender thread. In the reign of 
Elizabeth when religious and politioal storm settled to a 
calm breeze, creative work began anew, the main impetus coming 
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from Italy and Spain* 
It was the 'novella* of Italy from which the EnglisJ 
novel first faintly started. The history of prose fiction in 
the time of Elizabeth is the history of the triumph of the 
Italian novel. The Italian prose tale had begun to exercise its 
influence as early as Chaucers time, but circumstances and at* 
mosphere were then unfavourable for its active growth. Under 
the influence of the Renaisnance everything that was Italian 
was sure of a warm reception from the English people. On the * 
one hand unanimous scorn for the older romance and on the other, 
universal enthusasm for all that was j*t literature, society, 
ideas and costume are the marked features of the Elizabethan 
age. Italian literature exercised a powerful influence over 
the mind of, English people. Between 1»60 and 1580 versions of 
the Italian novelists- became exceedingly popular in England. 
Painter*s *Pallaee of Pleasure* (1566-7) which is a collection 
of tales translated from Bandello,Boccaccio, Cinthio and other 
Italian novelists is one of the examples of this spirit of the 
age. The date of the publication of Painter*s book is epoch-
making in the history of English fiction; for it not only served 
as a storehouse for material to the dramatists of the period 
ranging from Shakespeareto Massinger and Webster, but the 
appreciation and the success of these Italian stories led to 
the composition of the *Euphues* of (1579) of Lyly which has 
been called by Sir Walter Raleigh as "the first e*ieiaal prose 
novel written in English". Notwithstanding all its defects "Eu-
phuesw has been assigned a high place in the development of 
English prose fiction. Yfliat is most important to note is that 
it marks the transition from verse to prose as the vehicle for 
narrative fiction. Living in an age of poetry, it was enevitable 
that his prose would turn to poetry for embellishment and thus 
produce a sort of "prose poem" serving as a kind of compromise 
between the dominant spirit of poetry and the feeble struggle 
of the rising prose. 
Lyly had a host of imitators-Munday Greene, Dickenson 
Rich, Lodge, Hash and others. Of these*EuphistsJ Robert Greene 
and Thomas Lodge excelled even their master in the poetie 
4y*toa/tHe-s <*f their works.. Lodge*s "Rosalind" (1590), a pastoral! 
composition in the language of "Euphuism" ia the flower of 
Elizabethan romances. It approaches very near our modern de-
finition of the novel for it is of reasonable length with a 
kind of structure and an elaborate plot. 
Sir Philip Sidney is another important figure in the 
Elizabethan age who may be placed by the sMe of Lyly as in* 
novator in the art of prose fiction and foreshadower of later 
schools of romances. His 'Arcadia' (1590) is a conspicuous 
example of that restless spirit of adventure and the aesthetic 
restoration of the age of chivalry that are the distinguishing 
features of the age of Elizabeth. 'Arcadia' is perhaps the 
first novel of sentiment in English, and in this respect it 
is the forerunner of Richardson's analytical and sentimental 
novels. As the first example in English of a pastoral romance, 
it wielded a great influence on later writer, both in England 
and abroad. Though the 'Arcadia' has got a good plot, it is 
the sentiment of the work rather than its plot that procured 
its popularity and influence in the 16th century. It isiln fact 
a romance between the older romances of chivalry and the later 
'heroic* romances of the seventeenth century. Perhaps for the 
first time we mark thatjaction and adventures are giving way to 
the description of sentiment. 
In direct opposition to its Aracadias Elizabethan 
England was making a hastly study of robbers and highwaymen; 
out of which under the artistic impulse of the Spanish novel 
'Lazarello de Tormes* were developed several rogue stories of 
considerable pretension, the most famous being Thomas Hash's 
"The unfortunate-Traveller, or the Life of Jack rilton (1594)". 
M. Jusserand has claimed for the- Jack vilton of Hash that it is 
the earliest example of English picaresque romance^that is to 
say, a romance which describes realistically the adventures and 
escapes of a lighthearted, witty and easy-going knave who pass-
es through all the vicissitudes of life, andythus, offering 
himself to his maker for the purpose of giving him an opportu-
nity to satirize or describe all sorts of society. This class 
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of romance has hardly got any plotj the character of the hero, 
and the reader's Interest in his fortunes give the only unity 
that it attains. HThat is important to the genealogist of the-
novel is its historical background* As to Hash's influence on 
later novelists we can confidently say that as Sidney is the 
precursor of Richardson, so Hash is the direct forerunner of 
Defo/e. Hashfk had no immediate successor and for a good deal 
more than a century he remained alone in the field until long 
afterwards Defore unconsciously treaded along the same path, 
Lyly, Sir Philip Sidney, Lodge, Oreen and Hash* 
besides many other luminaries*of the Elizabethan age carried 
the art of Englt ish prose narrative a long way toward*modern 
novel; but we must not forget that the genius of the Elizabethan 
age lay in the direction of lyprical and dramatic poetry, not 
of prose fiction. The novel shed its first splendour in the time 
of Elizabeth, but it was prt-eminenthyaa^age of lyrical poetry 
and the drama, and the novelists had to shrink back of before 
n 
the dazzling spladour of Marlowe and Shakespeare. ]?or example 
Greene is known to the student of literature as one of the 
&ftser dramatists of the period, but in the development of Eng-
lish novel he hoi&sby no means a low position. And so isfche 
case with other prose romancers of the time. But wiile they 
lived, however, they played no insignificant part; now they are 
so Entirely forgotten that it will be heard with surprise that 
their contribution to English novel is greater than their gene-
rally known contribution to the English drama. 
The close of the reign of Elizabeth marks at once 
the zenith of the English drama and the end of the first period 
of the English novel. From Elizabeth to Restoration story-tellin$ 
became a 'lost art* in England. A few desultory novels and 
pamphlets modelled on the lines of the three original masters 
of the Elizabethan age appeared now and then, but after all they 
were only wretched imitations unworthy of even a pasaing glance. 
The one remarkable romance of the period is John Barc)ftay*a 
'Argenis' (16?l). But it is a medley resembling 'Arcadia*, 
•Utopia*» and *3?aery Queen*. Bit what gives it a date is its 
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historical background under perplexing digtfise. Barclay*s 
'Argfnia* was followed by a long &md line of Fench roiaances 
beginning about 1625 and extending through-the following fifty 
years. It was during thisjperiod that translation after transla-
tion of the French heroic romances was offered to the English 
pubiic which violently affected the English Society, manners 
and letters for a time. In fact the vogue of the artificial 
romances of chivalry had never ceased in England. Inspite of 
the blind hostility of the classicists to all mediaeval themes, 
an under-current of the by-gone romances of chivalry continued 
to flow even in the Elizabethan age. In the pastoral school of 
Sidney and D'Urfe' the influence is manifest. In the words of 
Sir Walter Raleigh? "nothing is harder than to kill a school 
of romance"| divorced from public favour it will continue to 
lurk around inaccessible corners. In seventeenth century the 
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old romances burst forth in the metamorphosed shape of French 
heroic romances which were imported into England from Hotel de 
Rambouillet, the hot-bed of this new e* school of romance. Dut 
t 
these romances must be considered as one furher step towards 
the decadence of the earlier romances of chivalry. They carry 
to an extravagant excess the fault inherited or developed by 
o 
the pastoral romanes. The almost aristocratic predominance of 
love as a motive in war and politics, the immense complexity 
of intrigues, the long solilo|fuies and sentimental analysis on. . 
an elaborately wrought conventional lines, and the super-human 
valour of the he»oes — — all these are re-introduced in the 
heroic romances and exaggerated to incredulity. Add to these — 
first, the introduction of the well-known classical or oriental 
character*and secondly the peculiar structure of this main plol 
The most popular of these romancers were Gombervill< 
I 
La Capprengde, Mademoiselle de scuderi, and liJadame de la Fayet 
With the translation of Gomberville's 'Polexandra* in 1647 by 
Brown in English,the French heroic romances found eager trans-
lators and readers in England. The most popular of them *Cass« 
*Le Grand Gyrus*, and ' Clelie* were great favourites in Englaj 
They exercised a literary influence that carried all before i 
Their influence, unlike that of the heroic plays outlasted th 
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century, Theso luminaries of the French hefcoie romances found 
translators as well as imitators in England. Earl of Orrery, 
John Crowne^Sir George Mackenzie and a host of others produced 
romances that serve to show how powerfully the heroios of the 
Freeh school influenced the literary imagination and production 
r 
in England. The earliest and longest of their woks is 'Parth-
enissa' by Lord Orrery. This fruit of his leisure exhibits all 
the worst faults of the heroic style. Maohenzle's 'Aretina' 
is at least better conceived than 'Parthcnissa', It remains 
perhaps the best example of the original example in English of 
the heroic romance and on the whole the most courageous attempt 
to naturalize the romance in England. The hopeless construe-
tion, the chief fault of these romances, is not mitigated even 
in the hands of the dramatist, Crowne, whose "Pawdxon and 
Amp6igeniaH (1665) is disappointing. .But the book serves as an 
an example of the powerful influence excereised by Sidney's 
•Arcadia' on later English, romance. A greater dramatist in the 
person of Congreve followed Crowne's example by writing a novel, 
•Incognita' in 1692. A novel he called it in which he tries to 
distinguish it from the then current school of romance. Its 
structure, development, general cast in short every thing ig 
dramatic in form. In its exuberance of humour, there is a fore-
taste of Fielding. 
This heroic temper predominated the whole range of 
the seventeenth century English literature but it achieved the 
greatest truimph in the heroic romance. The essentials of these 
heroic romances were love and ambition. But the love, honour-
and all sorts of these heroic humbugs degenerated into pedantie 
courtly eti<gaitte and gallantry, and character-drawing was a 
sheer impossibility under this convention. Thus, the heroic 
literature of the seventeenth century resting as it waqbn such 
unstable grounds could not be naturalized in England; it flourish 
ed in the courtly circles and polite female cotries. The most 
famous of these 'heroic* societies was the one that gathered 
round Katharine Philip "the matchless Orinda" and the Duchess 
of 
of Jfew castle. But there were other women from the time fe the 
later atuarts onward who wrote professionally and not like the 
Duchess of Hew Castle simply to pass away the monotony of ennui. 
The first and perhaps the most brilliant of these is Mrs. Aphra 
Behn, In her best known work •Oroonoko*, Mrs. Behn appear as one 
of the early precursor of the romantic revival. But her eontri* 
oution to English letters does not end here. At a time when the 
whole range of English literature vras permeated with the bane* 
ful spirit of all that iayballad •heroic1, she deserves credit 
for #her Mild attempt to bring romance into closer relation with 
contemporary life. She was the first movelist to revolt against 
the domination of the Gallicized romance and the first novelist 
to write a kumani^tarian novel. But her attempt at realism fail, 
ed for the time; and what is curious to be noticed is that this 
success was not achieved by professed romancers but by the 
essayists, the controvesial writers and the aatrists of the 
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reign of queen Anne. The English novel can never boast of pure 
extraction, for the chief influence of the seventeenth century 
on the English novel came from the direction fo/other forms of 
literature the drama, the satire, the newspaper, the 
essay, and the biography. 
It was outside the province of fiction proper, that 
there was gathering materials for the future novelists. For tlM 
seventeenth century, so poor in original prose fiction had done 
much to pave the way for it when it should come. Literary inno-
vations took many new forms, the newspaper and the political and 
religious controversy had prepared a reading public; and then 
an instrument in the shape of a new prose was ready for the 
novelist which was first invented for the service of criticism 
but was easily transferable for vivid narration and realistic 
description. Thus, by the beginning of the eighteenth century 
the materials necessary for the success of novel were ready and 
awaited only the signal of the "Hour which hit, as it listed, 
on the Man". But the failure of the literary tendencies of the 
previous century made it certain that the new venture should be 
towards realism dealing with common average life and not towards 
the Horn out themes of old romances. There are one or two lonely 
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examples of men of genius who echoed the fast decaying and 
corrupt spirit of the dominant 17th century, but the general 
tendency of the 18th century, as of any other century or age 
is to be estimated from the writings of the lesser authors. 
Their works mark the rise of a new tendency in literature — 
a tendency of observation, of criticism, of bold analysis of 
feelings and of attention to detail. This is the spirit of 
realism on which modern novel chiefly rests. In the absence of 
a purer taste for artistic novel in the beginning of the 18th 
century the materials were appropriated by other branches of 
literature. But even this appropriation did not act as a draw-
back to the development of the English novel — — they mark 
another step forward in the discovery of the English novel. The 
final supply of the materials for the English novel was brought 
in by the diary, the biographies and autobiographies, th« ima» 
ginary letters and the character sketch. They all contributed 
to the final evolution of modern English novel but the last 
might rank as one of the ancestors of novel in the direct line. 
It was the most productive and widely cultivated form in England 
and^Pranoe during the seventeenth century. But this species of 
literature was brought to the highest pitch of perfection loy 
Addison and Steele in the essays of the 'Spectator and the ' 
Tatler' which have been described by Sir Y/alter Raleigh "as 
brilliant exampleAprose fiction". The 'Coverley Papers" might 
have been called as "serial novels" of a very high order. Th« 
brilliant essays of the 'Tatler' and the 'Spectator* especially 
those dealing with the spectator club and Sir Roger dt Coverly 
point out to us that they have been written from the stand-point 
of a great novelist. Let any essay be chosen and read from th« 
'Spectator* and it will be perc.leved that English literature 
lost in him a great novelist because he came a bit earlier. 
But the reading public of England had still to be educated and 
the spectator with its rising circulation and a ho; t ofimitators 
not only directed the taste of the public towards the novel but 
increased the number of that public until a man of letters could 
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eome la the field to make use of the favourable atmosphere. 
Such a man came in the person of Daniel Defoe. His 
greatest claim on the attention of the historian of English 
novel is his rigid fidelity to the semblance of reality. He is 
a convinced Realist. He is perhaps one of the greatest liar 
in the world of liars* but he had the artist's power to deceive 
his readers into religious belief of the absolute veracity of ^ 
his stories; and herein lies the secret of Defoes power. In the 
words of Dawson he could lie like truth.In all his subsequent 
stories he is consistently faithful to his principle that, 
"lies are not worth a farthing it they are not calculated for 
the effectual deceiving of the people they are disguised to 
deceive". In this way he had hit upon the primary principle of 
fictitious writings that flotion is a kind of lie in which one 
th 
must lit like truth. The "-apparltlea of 4>a# l£*e ¥eal", Htneefor 
Defoe realized that the proper expression of his genius must be 
found in realistic fiction so plattsibly presented as to appear 
as tefee. His best known work 'Robinson Crusoe' (1719) —---
one of the few immortal books in English literature •— Is til 
earliest novel of incidents. To such critics as charge it with 
homeliness and utter lack of payohological feelings it would 
suffice to say that he wrote in a matter-of fact way and he 
never pretended to describe emotions. Ho doubt Defoe had many 
defects and there was much more to be achieved in order to 
reaeh the standard of modern novel, but all his defects and 
shortcomings should be set down to the inevitable result of 
making a beginning. It needed generations to bring modern novel 
to its present standard of perfection; and it would be sheer 
literary bigotry to judge Defoe's works adcording to the modern 
notion of a novel. 
Defoe's greatest imitator was the great satirist 
Swift. The popularity and success of Defoe led him to borrow 
realism and the art of describing minute details from him for 
his own satire. The result was his 'Gulliver's* Travels* (1726). 
Swift's greatest power lies in creating an unreal world and then 
V*/ 
endou?ing it with reality and absolute 'Mathematical consistency 
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The voyage to Lilliput and Gullivers experiences in that lata* 
ginary country are humanly speaking, impossible, but he places 
them in such a way that every thing assumes for the time being 
a semblance of reality. Notwithstanding the fact that the plan 
of the book forbids its classification among works of fiction* 
we are constrained to admit that in 'Gullivers Travel*s realism 
achieved a great success. 
To John Bunyan English novel owes a very great debt. 
What fiction needed in order to come 4e near a portrayal ©f 
real life was to rid it of all the extravagances of the heroic 
school of romance. This is perhaps the greatest achievement of 
Bunyan in his 'Pilgims' Progress* (1678-84). It is perhaps one 
of the greatest literary art to give reasonableness and a semb-
lance of reality to an impossible story and Bunyan achieved it 
to a degree which is approached only by a few in the whole range 
of English fiction. 
Besides the character-sketch, biography and auto-
brography, diary and imaginary letters are other literary forms 
that played no insignificant part in paving the way for the 
introduction of modern novel to the world of letters. It was a 
fashion in the society of the time to keep diaries and journals 
of daily family oceurances and social and political events of 
the time — the best of the species being Evelyn's and Pepy*s 
diaries. The diaries suggested the novel of family life giving 
to fiction a form of narrative that would give it the disguise 
of reality. Then again men were beginning to take interest in 
the life of their friends, and this led to a desire of writing 
biographies. This quickly brought autobiography in its train. 
It also occured to the literary eclats to give a portrayal of 
London life in a series of imaginary letters. The most interest-
ing example of this new form of literature in the Duchess of 
Newcastle*s 'Portuguese Letters*. As a result of this new fashio^ 
there existed in early part of the 18th century a considerable 
number of stories written in letter form. This weak school of 
fiction anticipated Richardson who wrote his novels in letter 
form. 
The one underlying spirit that permeates all these 
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forms is the taste for facts or the spirit of wsalism. The 
realism of Defoe and the realistic noTel in England are the 
direct offshoots of these ancestors. 
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CHAPTER 11. 
Eighteenth Century Hovel, 
•—ffti— 
As has been pointed out in the last ohapter all the 
requisites of a novel were to be found in the various literary. * 
forms that were evolved out of the spirit of realism in the 17tl 
u 
centrjr. 3ut even then novel was slow to appear. Literary heroes 
of the period were content to imitate the materly sketches of 
the 'Tlttler* and the »Spectator*. But the real reason of this 
de/Clay lies in the accepted principle that the introduction of 
of a new and unaccustomed form of literature requires either 
the bold and unhesitating presentation by a writer, or the 
unconscious stumbling upon antenexplored mine of materials. It 
is most unlikely that a professional writer would hazard his 
energy and time by striding out a new path while the old one 
would lead *•> him to give and popularity. The appearance of the 
novel was to be proceeded by the decline and disfavour of the 
drama and the theatre, and this had not been fully achieved 
by the beginning of the eighteenth century. For, though the 
nth 
drama was fast declining during the earlier part of the eightee 
tre 
century, the public had been too long used to consider the thea 
as the tfasure-house of all that was best in literature and, 
ces 
therefore, it was not easy to divorce the theatrical performan 
from public favour. This theatrical craze of the public kept 
employed all the literary men of the age for catering to the 
public taste for the theatre. The authors considered theatrical 
success as the highest ambition and this they were slow to 
unlearn. Even literary leaders like Addison and Steele devoted 
their energy to the production of drama. Fielding appeared on 
the stage first as a dramatist and then as a novelist. But 
this much was realized at the beginning of the eighteenth 
century that the particular taste that the novel was to satis-
fy could not be catered for by the drama. Therefore at the . 
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time when Richardson wrote his first novel there were two con-
flicting elements. There was the fashion of the drama and 
opposed to it was the need of the novel. Thus* with the contend 
*ing elements of fashion and need on the opposite sides, there 
could be one middle course — i.e., novel with its frame work 
of stage directions. It was in this new form, which had all 
the interest of the drama but which imposed the slightest tax 
on the readers attention and imagination, that the novel was 
ushered in by the 'unconscious hands' of Richardson. 
"What is cwrious to note is that the modern novel 
was not discovered by professional author but by a silent man 
whose excursions into literature hitherto had been the very 
slightest. He first sat to write a series of "familiar letters 
on the useful concerns in common life", and it was in the 
course of preparing this that he bethought himself of the origi-
nal story of 'Pamela* which suggested to him the writing of a 
few admonitory letters connected together by the story element. 
The result was the first modern English novel, 'Pameii 'or 
Virtue Rewarded* (1740). Nothing could be more unlikely than 
that a man like Richardson would give a new impulse and direc* 
tion to English prose fiction. He was intellectually and 
morally a small man with very strict and narrow views of life 
knowing nothing of its larger aspects. Naturally the questions] 
would be, therefore, with what hidden power and virtue, this 
little man achieved his prodigious fame. The secret is that 
he is originator of the novel of sentiment. He strikes a new 
note. He introduces sympathy and pathos into English fiction. 
To an average reader he would seem as tiresome, dull and not a$-
all brilliant. But, as Johnson has said, "If you were to read 
Richardson for the story, your impatience would be so much 
fretted that you would hang yourself. But you must read him 
for the sentiments, and consider the story only as giving 
occasions to sentiment." His temper of homeliness and gravity 
and his early association with the women folk, gave him oppor-
tunities to study the feelings, the sentiments, the emotions 
and in short all the hidden secrete of the female heart and thit 
apprenticeship stood Richardson the novelist in good stead. 
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Richardson in presenting his own portrait has said that 
'his eye was always on the ladies1. Therefore, his sympathy 
with the women is remarkable, and his heroines speak better and 
more naturally than his heroes. His dissection and psychologi-
eal analysis of the female heart and feelings is the predomi-
nant theme of his novels. And it is by-his power of sentimental 
analysis that Richardson gained immediate and immortal popula-
rity and became the founder of the school of sentimental novel, 
u 
and earned the famous eulogy of Diderot who gives him a place 
beside Moses, Homer, and Euripides. Richardson's three novels 
Pamela1, 'Clarissa Harlowe* and 'Sir Charles Grrandison' 
form a triology of this school of sentimental novel. In all of 
d 
them he idealizes virtue the emotions moving at the coalman 
of virtue. How far he succeeds in his purpose of moral and 
religious instructions it is best.to leave to the individual 
judgement of the readers. But with all his moral earnestness, 
sentimental analysis and microscopic detail he isjnot at all 
interesting to read. His pro^lflixity is unendurable. He can 
never be a favourite with youth. He can be a very fit companion 
for a man who is left all alone in a desert and with nothing 
else to while away his time. Only an intense sttta(y of Richard-
son can lead us to appreciate his analysis of human heart. 
Sir Charles Grandison, that 'monster of perfection' is ideal 
to the verge of impossibility. In order to fully understand 
Richardson and his sentiment and appreciate them, the best 
method whould be to put oneself in the situation of a contemp-
orary reader of 'Pamela*. We have been too long accustomed to 
the sentimental appeals of novels to be taken by storm by the 
first perusal of 'Pamela'. But in 1740 a new sort of literature 
and a new mode of expression surprised the world by its novelty. 
Hot only in England but on the continent and especially in 
France Pamela and her sister exercised a profound influence. 
They were translated in all the advanced languages of Europe 
they were dramatized, they were imitated. All this wo)ftd-wide 
popularity and fame is to be traced in the fact as has already 
been pointed out that he gave quite a new thing to the world. 
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To the later age he is important as the founder of modern 
English novel and the forerunner of the 'sensibility* novel, -
His influence on the later novelists up to the time of the &§p* 
earance of Bronte's 'Jane Eyre1 is marked and profound. 
Eighteenth century was undoubtedly masculine in its 
taste and Richardson was a feminine writer. Just as in our own 
time after a long period of sentimert al debauch, the public 
demands something more robust, more adventurvous, and rough.so 
in the time of Richardson even while he swayed unquestioned 
authority there was a counter-movement aiming at the overthrow 
of this sentimental note in English novel. This revolt was led 
by Henry Fielding, (1707-54), His first novel •Joseph Andrews1 
(1742) was meant as a burlesque of the false sentimentality 
and the conventional virtues of Richardson's 'Pamela1, 
He took for his heroe the alleged brother of Pamela whom he 
placed in the service of Lady Booky, an aunt of Richardson's 
Squire B, by marriage, and then subjected hia to series of 
attacks on his alleged virtues. But as he progressed with the 
story, he forgot the burlesque, revealed his inner self and 
gave to the world the first novel of incident and adventure. 
Before he incidentally appeared on the stage as a novelist he 
had been a successful dramatist. He had already showed his 
humour, his vast knowledge of human life, his sincerity, his 
merciless condemnation of all sorts of shams and eyjfecrisy and 
and the gentle satire on the vices and foibles of human life 
in his plays* "When he turned towards novel writing,- he brought 
the same (jualities with him which expanded much more vigorously 
when once freed from the restraint of the stage. Thus, he differ 
-ed from Richardson in every respect. Fielding had moved in a 
large tolldi he know life at first hand: he was acquainted with 
the bitter aspect of human life; and therefore he could never 
like the mock-heroic sentimentality and impossible idealism of 
Richardson who had always moved in a narrower circle and knew 
nothing beyond it. Richardson described life as it ought to be, 
while Fielding presented life as it is. He had the kindness of 
heart and generosity of feeling to realize that amid the 
pitfalls a»* eliea&e of wordly existence it is beyond the power 
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of man to come out without a single fall* He took life at its 
face-value, and had a generous sympathy for the failings of 
human life. 
His two later novels, Tom Jones (1749)h 'Amelia*(1754) 
appeared after he had teen appointed Justice of the Peace for 
Middlesex and Westminister. Tom Jones, the work of "some 
thousands of hours", is perhaps the best from general point 
of view. 
The dominant theme of all the great English writers 
of the eighteenth century is moral instruction, and Fielding 
is no exception. Under all his hilarity and "boisterous laughs, 
there is a clear exposition of the virtue of morality. But 
his morality differs from the rigid morality of Richardson, 
Richardson insists upon code, conformity to the social standardf 
and deed done^while Fielding lays emphasis on native impulse, 
goodness of heart and motive. The one lays most stress on form, 
n 
the other on inspiration. Against the pedantry of the formal 
novelist, Fielding hurls his satire. He never ttrfes of showing 
that a mean-minded man may disguise himself with formal right-
a at 
eousness, and how/soapegrace may be good^heart. Such standard 
of morality would naturally lead us to think that Fielding 
gave countenance to evil and vicious pursuits of humanity. 
This is doing a great injustice to the novelist. What he means 
to say is that we should Judge the action of a man by his 
motive. It is just possible that a man may do a good deed dicta 
-ed to him by his evil pasion. Fielding is no friend of the 
vicious - — he is a deadly enemy of the evil and especially 
if that evil pjpoceeds from meanness of heart. His whole idea of 
morality can be expressed in one congested sentence — • virtue 
is its own reward, and vice never goes unpunished. In 'Tom 
Jones* he has laboured to show that indiscrition is responsible 
for all the evils with which virtue and innocence are assailed. 
He has got the sportsman's spirit to sympathise with such faiLr, 
ings of human being. 
It would be tedious to dwell here on the moral 
principles of Fielding! and what is more important is his 
contribution to the art of novel writing. First in importance 
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ia the artistic conduct of the plot. Before Fielding very 
little had been done for a scientific get up of the plot 
and whatever had been achieved in %fe*«this direction it was 
in the short stories* Congreve in his only novel had attempte 
to introduce dramatic conventions, but no-body had marked 
A 
him. It was reserved for Fielding to place structure on a sou 
-dr basis by borrowing all that was good in classical epic. 
The influence of the epic is apparent in his invocations wher 
A 
his diction becomes imaginative poetry. But the structure of 
the story is itself epic. Rechardson's handling of his own 
method is very good, but unliAe Fielding he could not teach 
the method to others. 
His second great characteristic is his realism. It 
is not laboured and minute, but it is natura.1 enough to prodm 
illusion. His experience of human life was very great and thii 
stood him in good stead when he had to describe the common 
incidents of life. In short he was, in the full sense of the 
term, a perfect artist. But with all his realism it can never 
be said that he is destitute of sentiment. There are pap;es in 
'Amelia* which affect usWich more deeply than any thing in 
Richardson because in Fielding the sentiment is masculine. He 
was master of style. Ho better novel of a powerful and vigor* 
ous style can be found than in the pages of Fielding . 
Tobias Smollett (1721-71) is the immediate inheri*. 
tor of Fielding's art. 8* He apparently tried to carry on the 
work of Fielding but he lacked the genius of Fielding. His 
peculiar power lay in seizing upon some grotesque jhabit and 
making a character out of it. In this way he laid the founda-
i 
tion for that exaggeration in portraying human eccentricities 
which finds a climax in DickenJa caricatures. It is only 
in comparison with Fielding that Smollett's glory is dimmed, 
for Smollett, along with his master Fielding, ia counted 
as one of the first, foroes in the development of modern 
A 
English novel. 
Laurence Sterne (1713-68) is just the counterpart 
1 
of smolett. The subtle intellectual humour whioh Smollett 
a a jHftlBTl 
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so completely lacked is the all-pervading atmosphere of tht 
works of Stern*. There is a vary curious blend of two opposite 
qualities in Sterne*a novels for which Sterne is famous or 
rather infamous* His humour and pathos are so inextricably 
united that his novels become mock-heroic in appearance. He La 
a sentimentalist, but unlike Richardson whose seriousness is 
unquestionable Smollett seems to laugh over human misery. His 
sentiment is mixed with what is called ludicrous. ^ 5ut with 
all his defects, his brilliancy can never be questioned* Per-
haps if he would have written more seriously he would have te9n 
placed by the side of the great masters. 
w 
With the publication of*Pamela' and 'Joseph Andres' 
the career of the modern novel may be said to have begun. 
The two schools of English novel had been established by Ri-
chardson and Fielding and then for a time imitation followed. 
Presently succeeding the great pioneers of the English novel, 
came Sarah Fielding, Dr. Johnson, and Goldsmith, Garah Fielding'; 
first novel 'David Simple' was published in 1744. She was an 
acknowledged desciple of *&e- Richardson. The contribution of 
Dr, Johnson to the English prose fiction is his only novel 
"Prince of Abyssinia", His immediate object in writing it was 
to defray the charges of his mother's funeral. Katurally the 
sorrowful mood arising out of his mother's death is predominant. 
The various ideals and conditions of life pass through in 
all of 
review and the great Doctor passes adverse judgement on/them 
and concludes with the verdict that happiness is nowyhere in 
the world. There are many critics who doubt whether 'Rasselas'' 
may justly be considered as a novel at all. But much seems to 
be sure that had this novel been^by any lesser writer, it woul>* 
have passed into oblivion long before. The book owes its popula* 
rity., if it has got any popularity, to the great name of its* 
afclfihor. It is more like dn eloquent funeral sermon than a work 
of prose fiction. Goldsmith'3'vicar of ¥akefield*(l766) is one 
of the cherished possession of English literature.Its charm, 
its unbounded sympathy and its realism shall ever continue to 
endar it to its readers. All the works of Goldsmith are charac-
terized by their sympathy for the poor, the afflicted, for com-
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common humanity at large, and in his only novel the same tf» note 
is struck in a deeper time. Goldsmith's greatest merit lies in 
the fact that what he writes and what sentiment he expresses, 
he feels in his own heart his tears and laughs are not 
the mock-heroic tears and joys of Sterne. To readVicar of Wake* 
field is to enjoy all the heavenly Miss of domestic fireside, 
No praise is too much for his style-In the words of the great 
Doctor "he has the art of saying anything he has to say in a 
pleasing manner"• Perhaps the only marked defect of the novel is 
the loose.construction of its plots. But its ea* charm outweighs 
all its defects and ve never care to discover its defects at 
all. Ve love the novel too much to criticize its failings. 
With* GrGftdsmith's work the great creative period of 
the eighteenth century English novel may be said to close. Of 
course there was no diminution in the publications of novels, 
but they were chiefly imitations and belonged wither to the 
nqhpol of Richardson or to that of Yielding. Therefore, they 
are to be studied from the view point of imitation --- how far 
they succeeded in their imitations. But by the time the 18th 
century drew to a close new schools had arisen; new forces 
were at work, some of them visible in the pages of the earlier 
minor novelists. This was the force of Romantic movement, Xike 
poetry, prose and novel had to change their respective tl^s. 
Before we pass on to the Gothic romance initiated oj Walpole 
and perfected "oj Mrs Radcliff, it would be in the fitness of 
thing^to enumerate briefly the achievement*of the 18th century 
novelr.land their contribution to the English prose fiction. 
In the first place the eighteenth century novels, 
like other branches of English literature are dominated by 
by the spirit of criticism. Criticism of life, of morality, 
of humour and of society ---- that was the end of all litera-
ture. The spirit, originating perhaps in Pope's "Essay on 
Criticism1*, beoomes later on Steredtypsd and jfackneyed in the 
A 
hands of the lesser writers. It i3 one of the most important 14 
literary maxims that the works of the lesser writers are the 
surest index to the study of the tendencies and spirit of an 
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age, and perhaps it is most true in the case of the eighteenth 
century. The works of the lesser writers show the satirical, 
dicactic and practical tendencies of the time in exag erated 
decadent forms. "Fielding in his treatment of legal abuses and 
Goldsmith in his appeal for g<xol-reform handle* these tendencies 
with mastery, but in the weaker hands the novel became ' a mere 
hand-book of etiquette, a conventional pamphlet on political 
and social abuses, an attack on a Government, a class or a per* 
son. All these social, political and satirical tendencies led 
to the divorce of the natural scenery from literature. Dr. 
Johnson echoed the practical spirit of the age when he remarked 
that wa blade of grass is a bla dgof grass whether in one country 
or another", ouch a tendency was the inevitable result of the 
industrial and civic life of the 18th century England, Man and 
life were bound on all sides by custom, social order and oonven-
tion. Nature had no place in the existence of man. Romantic 
movement was a revolt against this spirit of conventionalism in 
society, in litex'ature and even in politics. It came forward to 
strip man of his conventional habiliment, to expose humanity in 
its bare form and to link it with nature. 
To nay that the 18th century has its limitation would 
be, therefore, true, but to transform these limitations into 
defects would be literary bigotry. A more wholesome, better 
fictitious litera ute than that belonging to the age is not 
to be found any where else. Poety suffered from the tyrannical 
restraint^rules and convention^ of the 18th century but, for 
the wholesome growth of prose this was necessary and, therefore, 
for the first time in the history of English literature prose 
truimphs over poetry. Realism in style and realism to novel —«» 
that is the dominant spirit of the age. Modern novel is the 
child of this spirit of realism, and while it acted unfavour-
ably on the growth of poetry, it aided the growth of a pure 
English prose style and fictitious narrative.Vith the coming 
in of Romantic revival poetry found its true expression, but 
prose and novel lost their sanity until Coott blended once more 
the contending elements of romance and realism. 
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In imaginative prose the Romantic movement took the 
form,supernaturalism and wonder which has been termed as Gothic 
Romance* This new tendency towards romance in English prose 
fiction began with Horac* V/alpole's "flastle of Otranto" (1764), 
What Macpherson, Chattere"on, and Percy are to Romantic poetry, 
"Walpole isto this new school of fiction. Y/alpole, cynic and 
Coxcomb as he was had a real literary gift inspite of the fact 
that he detested men of letters and called the poets 'Starving 
birds1* But under all his foppery and cynic affectation he had 
a geniune taste for literature and may claim to have invented 
the romantic novel. His'Otranto* abounds in absurdities, yet it 
e 
is remarkable for its rude but powerful imagination. Waipole's 
aim seems to have been to create terror by devices which may 
]6]f be termed mechanical, and in this he ft succeeded. The most 
remarkable thins about Walpole'a story is the spirit of madiae-
valism. He was a genuine admirer of madiaevalism, and created 
an atmosphere around him savouring of madiaevalism. His book is 
a reflection of these tastes. He owes his importance to the fact 
that he stands at the head of a new school of fiction. He creat-
ed a new taste in the public, directed the attention of the 
literary men from the commonplace life of the 18th century to 
the wonderful life of the mediaeval past, and finally anticipate 
the romances of "cott, the poetry of Coleridge and the Kew 
Oxford movement of Newman, 
The greatest imitator of Tvalpole were Mrs Anne Rad-
cliff, Maturln and Beckford. Mrs Radcliff, in her 'flysteries of 
Udolpho' (1794) carried the art of creating terror to a degree 
which was never reached by Walpole. There is the same sort of 
machination, Mysterious vaults, pictures and trapdoor but a new 
element is added — — the creation of mysterious persons stain-
ed with the blood of unknown crimes, who inspire fear by some-
thing supernatural and profoundly melancholy in their aspect. 
The next important characteristic of Mrs Radcliffe is her singu-
lar sensitiveness to the larger aspects of nature} and her 
scenery, although artificial, is not glaring unreal. In short 
Mrs Radcliffe towers over Walpole in that what the latter had 
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begun* the former perfected. Maturin pursues the same method* 
but he does not rely so much on violent mechanism to produce 
terror; he suggests te/rror rather than describe it. His obser-
vation of strange things in nature is singularly acute. He is 
the oreater of that truly great figure Italmoth -which fascinat-
ed the imagination of so great a writer as Halzae, 
Beokford's only contribution to the romance of 
terror "Vathek* is (1786) is a fiction of oriental grandeur. 
Notwithstanding its unrivalled absurdity, the book abounds in 
passages which are truly grand. Some oSits descriptions are 
impressive, But it is doubtful to call it as "the finest orient-
al tale written by an Englishman". Its grotesque extravagance of 
Easter supernaturalism is boring. Beckford's •Vathek1 is better 
than T/alpole' s 'Otrn.nto' but historically it is not so important 
for whereas the latter in the direct forerunner of Scott, the 
former remained without any progeny, 
r 
Matthew Gegory Lewis, who gained notoriety at an 
early age 'oj the publicaction of She Monk* (1795) is also an 
exponent of the school of Terror, though he deals with its an-
other aspect. In his youth he was greatly influenced by a study 
of German literature. He also revivifies the spirit of feuda-
lism and mediaevalism, but he differ from other Terror novelists 
in this that his horrors rest mainly on physical basis. Our 
incredulity is not so much taxed in it as in •Vathek/. In this 
respect he approaches ne-a? Rad/cliffe nearer than his contempor-
ary novelists of the same school. 
The succes of this new form of fiction was immense. 
It seemed as though the works of the earlier writers were to-
tally forgotten. This new taste of the public led to the produc-
tion of numberless romances of Terror modelled after the novels 
of Mrs Radcliffe and others the same school. In these novels 
no attempt was made to paint the human life, character and 
sentiment in any aspect. The more horrible the tale,the more 
certain was the author of success. Yet it can not be denied 
that,with all its absurdity incredulity and extravagances, 
it possessed the secret ofa genuine literary impulse. In later 
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literature thisRadcliffe school of fiction found, greater 
masters in Hawthartve, ?oe and Stevenson. Krs 3helley,<? 
Frankenstein', and Shelley's boyish romance * Zasrrozzi* belong 
to the same school. But on the whole the novel of ?e*or has 
A 
enjoyed a very uncertain success in English literature, ITow 
and then a writer of genius has appear3d who hasbeen able to 
handle his theme with consummate skill, but as a rule their 
extravagance, of conception has failed. The fact is that the 
Romantic movement was xaeo,nt for the emancipation of poetry -— 
novels suffered rather than gained any permanent acquisition. 
Therefore, the best «©4r«%- of romanticism isfto be found in 
poetry and not in prose. 
In the meantime other influences were at work on the 
development of English novel, 'Thile Yielding painted life with 
the genuine spirit of realism and Hrs Radcliffe c-'eated unreal 
romances, others discovered that fiction afforded an excellent 
vehicle for expounding ideas and preaching theories. The grow* 
ing influence of the French revolution began ,o be felt. Roussea 
A 
had instilled into the Kind of Europe the revolutionary ideas 
of the Rights of Man, and the reconstruction of the social 
order. He had condemned the whole society, and plead/ed a 
return to nattire, by which he meant that man in his natural 
condition was a nobler being than he appeared in the artificial 
conditions ofan elaborate social ystem. Rousseau utilized. 
fiction for preaching his gospel, and thus he became the pioneex 
of the school of Theory. Rousseau's example was contagious a 
considerable number of novels in the later part of the eighteen-
th century expressed the revolutionary ideas of F.ousseau but 
the greatest exponent of these ideas was V/illi&m Godwin 
(1756-1836). He deliberately used fiction for interpreting a 
new political gospel. 3ut we are not concerned here with the 
theories of Godwin; what is remarkable is that the sicere up-
A 
holder of these political views should have written a first rate 
novel. His 'Caleb Y/illiara' isa fine novel which has eeoaped 
ablivion more on account of Its intrinsic merit as a novel than , 
on account of its political philosophy, novelist may consult 
Godwin for his pure art with advantage, for no writer of fict-»«« 
t.8 
affords a bot'ar example of how to combine serious aim with 
that genuine power of characterisation -which is a necessary 
requisite of the novel of purpose. 
V 
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CHAPTER 111 
Jane Austen and the ITovel of Domestic Satire. 
— — ; & : • 
Before we pass on to Jane Austen, it would be in 
the fitness of thingsto close the 18th century novel with the 
name of Prances Burney and to begin the 19th century with her 
contemporary Miss Maria Edgeworth. It is all the more necessary 
when we consider that Mies Austen, Prances Burney, and Maria 
Hdgeworth form the trio whioh stands at the head of the 'romance 
of the tea-table' and the school of Domestic Satire.e« Of the 
three worthies Prances Burney and Maria Edgeworth are the two 
morning stars that heralded the sun, Jane Austen, 
As has bean pointed out in the last chapter the 
Bomantic* Movement acted unfavourably on the wholesome growth 
of English fietion. The logical outcome of the importation 
of the spirit of romanticism in the domain of English Prose 
fiction was that extravagance of imagination and absurdity of 
conception that are the distinguishing marks of the school of 
Terror. The whole body of fictitious literature in the last 
qpiarter of the 18th century became 'insane' as it were. For a 
time there was nothing but confusion in the development of the 
direct line of English novelj the realism of Fielding and 
Goldsmith received a serious check. In the meantime the tone of 
the English Society was repidly changing. This change in the 
society was towards fantastic refinement and sentimental deli-
cacy. The realism of Defoe was pronounced to be too coarse 
to be introduced in literature. Even the natural realism of 
Fielding, whioh savoured of outdoor life was ill-qualified to 
pease the modernized people of the closing 18th century. Society 
gathering, fashionable parties, cards and drawing room conversa-
tion, became the distinguishing marks of the new society. Then 
again women came to the fore-front. In fact women became the 
central figure of the new society. Their emancipation from 
the bondage of the authority of men, their h1g>L ajL+<u&» 
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and their equal rights with men, all combined, to places them on 
a sure footing in the literary circle of the tine. 3ince the 
days of llvs. Aphra Dehn and lira Haywood novels written by 
women appeared in greet numbers; but. the thing to be noted is-
that they were masculine in tamper, in character and in senti-
ment. Ttlvery thing was sesn through the eyes of men. But in the* 
modernized society women created a world of their own? they 
depicted the social life of the tine and analysed the senti-
ments of female heart as seen and felt "by women. Domestic life; 
where the woman reigned supreme,-became the subject of the 
novelist-?. The first novelist who cane to express all these f 
changing tendencies of the time the spirit of realism 
characterized by extreme delicacy, fashionable social gathering 
the jtelieitics of domestic life and the female predominance 
in the social J/ life, was naturally a women whose virgin name 
was Hiss "^ranees Barney and v/ho after her marriage became kuowr 
as Xladame D'Arblay (1752-1340} • It has baon admitted by Lord 
t\ 
L&Lcaulay and oht..?r b i o g r a p h e r s t h a t she was never a ^reat woraa* 
A 
she had nothing %ed4e«« "besides some 'fine understanding', and 
that she was not at all a -;reat genius; yet when her first anc 
l^ A-
bast novel, 'Evelina* appeared 1778, it tor>> the literary worlc 
by etorm. Her novel was applauded by Johnson, her friendship 
was courted by Burke and Reynolds, and her fame as a novelist 
reaching the en re of "bieen Charlotte, she was introduced at 
court. The secret of her sudden fame lay in the fact that she 
was the first to describe the changing manners of the society 
exactly as they were and that in an interesting way. "he is the 
first to introduce us to the fashionable places of London, the 
opera, the playhouse, the Ranelafh, the Vauxhall, and the 
Pantheon around which the whole fashionable society of the time 
moved. She was gifted with a marvellous power of observation, 
and. this oual::.ty was of advantage to nor in taking the impres-
sion of, and expressing in words, the actual speech, the manner 
and even the characters of the men and women who moved in these 
circles. And again it. was perhaps for the first time that she 
presented the society and the men and women of her time as seen 
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by a woman. This gave new and unknown charm to the novel. 
But it is important to note that she owes her fame 
solely to her first novel. Intoxicated "by her success of •Eve-
lina* and then having been introduced to a higher society, ahe 
lost her natural simplicity when she tried to strike a higher 
note in her subsequent novels. Her friendship v/ith Dr. Johnson 
tempted her to adopt Johnsonian style which is discernible in 
all her subsequent productions. In 'Cecilia', the best carica-
begun 
ture of the English society of the time the change is only, but 
i*.'Camilla1 and in 'The Wanderer* she appears as the acknowledged 
desciple cf the great Doctor, and we are constrained to notice 
that this borrowed style destroys all &&& natural simple charms 
that endearj^ her 'Evelina' to its readers. Lord Macaulay in dis-
cussing this change of style in her works has selected passages 
from her earlier and later works and has shown the gradual tran-
sition of style from 'Evelina' to 'Cecilia' and 'Camilla' until 
her artificiality of style in her later works compels U3 to 
acnuiesoe in the remark of Lord Hacaulay that, "in an evil hour 
9 
the author of'Evelina'took the'Rambler' for her motel. 
But this much must be admitted that Frances Burney 
was a woman of inspiring personality, and her example was folio? 
K 
voed by Kiss *Haria Edgaworth* (1767-1849). 3he enjoyed consider-
able fame in the literary circle of her own. r.ir * falter Scott * 
declared that her £Jwa**vnovels inspired him to write his f'cotcl 
Novels, Her works should be divided into thtfte parts - — (1) 
short Tales chiefly writ ten for the children, (2) her society 
novels, and (3) her Irish studies. At an early a;~e she took up-
on herself the education of her younger brothers and sisters of 
whom she had many. This led her to take a ver^ r serious interest 
in the moral welfare of the children, and the re-ult was a seri< 
of stories with simple and direct moral. Her best known sstoriei 
are the 'Moral Tales', 'Popular Tales' and 'Parent's Assistant1< 
Competent critics have placed the?je tales in the highest rank. 
Her second group of novels, which may be called 
•Society' novels is the least popular. The best example of thii 
group is 'Belinda' (1801) which is a study of the fashionable 
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society of the time, The main subject of thei^ e society novels 
is the social condition of women their extravagance, their • 
insincere love and their moral degradation from the viewpoint oi 
a woman, it is in this class of novels that Bhe eiroctly succee? 
Prances Durney (by no means an iimrorthy continual ion); and. novelf 
A 
are a real attempt at realistic study of manners. Put her fame 
chiefly rests on her Irish studies-comprising of 'Castle Rack-
rant', tOrraond' and 'The Absentee*. They are not free from the -
sentimentality and didactism of her short Tale?, but they are 
counter-balanced by a new element of national character. The 
Irish character was long a favourite theme of the comic writers 
of the eighteenth century and never before had it received that 
serious treatnartt which is the distin^iahin^ mark of T-'iss 
'""klo-eworth's' Irish novolc. "The reader for the fi.--;t time is 
made acquainted with the national character of the Irishman, the 
nanners and fortunes of fejfce landed gentry of Ireland and the 
peculiarities and -whims of the. Irish peasantry. Henceforward 
the attitude of the TJn^ lialanon^  tovrards the Jrirusmen w&s changed 
so far as their national character was concerned. In fact Hiss 
*Maria Edgeworth* did for Ireland and the Irir:h people what 
?Sir Walter "cott* did for Scotland and the Highlanders, Thus 
her claim to eminence is very .great. All her works are character 
ized by humour, pathos, common-sense power of observations in a 
clear way. Her style is natural whon she ir> allowed freedom. Her 
novels in general and her shorter tale? in particular are load-
ed with mo-'ale, txut they should be a+i^ibubed to fc£e untimely 
intrusion of her father, Richard '"dc--worth and the influence of 
Thomas lay a friend of the faicily. In her Irish studies she may 
claim to be the creator of the International novel for which sh« 
was vary well-equipped by her education in Tlnrland and in her 
stay, Ireland. Then ar-ain she mijit aoast of having influenced 
Sir Walter "cott who himself avov/s her influence over M:e. A3 
the direct successor of Frances rsurney the is the x> -ulariser 
n 
of society novel. Thus, it is apparent '.hat she essayed mere tha 
one department of novel in each of -ahich she hoi do a prominent 
place. 
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But what Is more iuroortant to us is that she serves 
as a lirik between 7renco3 "Burney and rise .Austen, Notwithstand-
ing the fact the I by the t:i»ne rise Tid^eworth ap >esred on the 
horizon a great -^ chranec had been made in the direction of plac 
ing the l-ngliyh novel on a mire f0.0ting, a close -t^dy of ohs 
novels of the clo^ in;* eighteenth century would reveal the fact 
that the novel vas struggling to find out the ri^ht method and 
bhc; right way. This work of rescuing the IFln^ lish novel from the 
labyrinth of confusion->cre~ted chiefly oy the Romantic movement 
wasi reserved for Jane Austen in the domain of purely realistic 
novel, and for ~ir baiter Ccott in the realm of ninteenth eentn: 
romance. The novel of mannerfh'.d oe-n "begun and esnayed by Fan* 
A 
Bumey and TTaria ^ d^eworth, but it needed a much no re stronger 
hand than theirs to -place en it on a nurer foundation/* That ha, 
was of Jane Austen who 
•Pwalt among the untrodden ways 
A raaid whoa there was none to praine". 
The story of the uneventful life of .Jane Auoten is 
easily told. Born in 1775 at Steventon, a village in Eorth 
Hampshire where her father wan rector, she passed the first 
twenty one y^nrn of her secluded life at the rectory, made 
happy only by the strong ties of domestic love and affection.St 
was here that she wrote her first aeries ofnovels -— 'Pride an 
PrejudiceJ *3en?e and Sensibility1 and 'Eorthanyer Abbey* a&fci? 
1795-98. Eer first novel * Pride and Prejudice' having been e## 
«^ *r-ed to a publisher and refused, went a-begging for n Abet sen yeas 
•E'orthanger Abbey* was aold to a publisher of Bath for the i>al-
try some of ten pounds who placed it in his drawer and forgo t*€ 
about it. ^he then went to Bath where her father died, and &£*m 
/alapse of eight years she returned along with her mother and 
sifter to live st Chawton in the vicinity of Steventon. Yvhilejjfl 
Chawton she wrote her second trio of novels ----- 'Hansfield^aa* 
fBmna' and '"'erBuasion*. In 1811, her 'Sense and '-ensibility' 
s 
found a publisher, and it moderate success induced her friendo 
to purchase back her raanusoript of 'Northanger Abbey' from the 
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Bath publisher for the sarae sum of ten pounds. Her three other 
novels followed during the remaining years ofper 1.1 ~e, and 
'Sorthanger Abbey* and Persuasion* were# published poethumouslq 
She died quietly in '1817 at ^ inche:ter and was biltried in the 
Winchester Cathedral. 
Go lived n.vA died the woman who has been counted as 
araon^  the f i est rats forces in bringing the TInglish novel to a 
point which is at once the pride of England ?n& the wonder of 
the world* TThat strides us nost in her l.v~e in her complete 
isolation frora the world in general, ^ he passed her whole Ufa 
in "tev^nton and Chawton -with occasional exour.3 :on,? to Bath and 
Lyme. And ev-m this world of her3 had nothing roiaantic about it« 
To paote her own words, there was only "I'n^ lish Verdure, English 
Cultures ^n^lish Comfort, seen under a sun bright, without being 
oppressive" around the place which she inhabited, nhe had had 
no literary master to guide her. 5ihe re?d 'Spectator* and pro* 
nounoed it coarse. Her favouritas were Cowper and Grabbe, and 
d 
the latter inspired her with the famous jo'ce that "if she marrie 
at all, she oould -fancy herself bein~ Lira. I'Jra. :> >e". She lived 
in an age when the French revocation and the Napoleonic wars 
had changed the whole ar?pect of European politics and society, 
England aa the leading antc.gor.1i2t suffered most, and the litera-
ture of the period reflected this agitation but too deeply. But 
Jane Aiisten's world was calm arithe sunny days of sumner. The 
whirlwind of war r>nd struggle pasted over her little but snug 
and trim world an a far off thunder. So far as I have been able 
to detect, there is not the le?.st referene to the Napoleonic 
wars in her novels except some distant and vague aMusions in 
'Persuasion*, To return to henisolation, she passed her days in 
doins little domestic duties, in visiting her few neighours and 
in employing her spare hour3 in needlework and in -writing har 
novels simply for her own and her sisters diversion. She wrote 
on her desk by the window, and when anyone entered in her room, 
she covered her papers and neverelaimed to be a writer. Surely 
there never was a nobler example of a cultivator of art for 
art's sa>e. A M yet from this dull material she contrived to 
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extract stories which inspired Lord Maeaula y to say that none 
tout Jane Austen could approach Shakespeare in his masterly 
achievement of character-painting. One would naturally ask — 
what is the secret of her fame, what hidden power was she poase 
s * 
-sed of which helped her in creating interest even in the comma. 
nest things of the world. The answer is that life and world • ... 
with their innumberable varieties are never exhausted and their 
most trivial aspects can yield treasures if peoperly explored. 
o 
Jane Austen was the master-mind wh^ could detect all that are 
good and bad in common humanity, in common life and in the 
common world. Por such an observing mind, one man, one common 
event and one moment of es£x existence were sufficient material 
to build something interesting.' The secret of Jane Austen is^ tkt 
nothing escaped her observation, and every thing had something 
interesting to unfold to her. Combined with this she had the 
gift to express those very interesting things whose very charms 
in her writing. The vary narrowness of her ran e of vision 
entranced the intensity of her observation, she sa:W little, shf 
knew little, but whatever she knew and she said was perfect. Hes 
very limitation is perhaps her success. Had she been thrown in a 
larger world, with a larger scope for exercising her talents, 
it is doubtful if she would have achieved the same success* The 
example of madams D' Arblay is a case in point. She wrote 
•Evelina* in her natural simplicity, and that was a succesn; 
she went outside her natural circle and she could not produce 
anything even approaching Evelina*. But Jane Austen had the 
prudence not to be puffed up by the late but partial recogni-
tion of her merit, fhen she was approached by the Librarian of 
Carlton House to write a historical romance illustrating the 
achievements of the House of Cobourg/, she gave her famous reply 
*I could not sit down to write a serious romanc- under any other 
motive than to save my life No, I must keep to my own 
style, and go on in my ovm way| and though I may never succeed 
again in that, I am convinced that I should totally fail in any 
other". Few writers of genius could be so conscious of their 
own limitation as Jane Austen, ^ cott is like the painter who 
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works on a large canvas with a large brush ••-- in his world 
every thing is great and the world is presented on a large 
scale. But unlike Scott, Miss Austen*s work is miniature-paint* 
ing on ivory, Mon which", to quote her own words, "I work with 
so fine a brush as produces little effect after much labour",^ 
Therefore, in order to justly appreciate the art of 
Jane Austen* it is necessary to bear in mind her limitations as s 
y 
she herself did. It is foolish to expect from her works the larg« 
aspecVof humanityt such as romance, highflown sentiment and the 
tragedy of passions. The most bitter complaint of the *Anti» 
Janites* is that she lives in a dull world, dead to poetry and ' 
unviaited by a single breath of romance. But we must bear in mind 
that 4e her only claim is that she painted the world she knew 
with {fidelity and sympathy. The mightier aspects of human nature 
never ejtisted in her little world and therefore, it is not her 
fault if romance, sentiment and large passions are not found in 
her pages. The genius of Jane Austen lies in henrigid simplicity 
She described what she saw in her daily life. We all insist upon 
some exaggeration and emphasis in art. The very simplicity of a 
• 
clear blue (Bey and smiling plain fields and the very commonalty 
us 
of people strikers too commonplace to exite any interest. Ther#* 
fore, it is not strange that the novels of Jane Austen which are 
famous for these characteristics do not interest many of the 
readers. But upon serious reflection, it will be found how won-
derful it is to describe those very common things much more to 
creatt any interest in them. It reouires as much power to fashion 
a grass blade asto make a flower. 
To say that there is too much simplicity in Jane 
Austen, or that there is a touch of old fashion in external de* 
tail or again that there is entire absence of excitement in her 
u. 
novels are after all complaints which even the most enthsiastio 
lovers of Jane Austen can only justify, none can deny. But the 
decriers are not satisfied with these complaint, they have 
attempted to find out serious faults in her works. One such 
criticism, as has ^>aen pointed out by Professor Saintsbury, is 
that Miss Austen* s method is a fi * masculine delusion* and that 
3? 
method is nothing hut the bringing into literature the habit oi 
minute and semi-satirie observation peculiar to womankind. But 
what was intended as a serious allegation againnt Kiss Austen 
Is perhaps the highest compliment yet paid to her for it must b« 
counted as the highest literary triumph to introduce the pecu-
liarity or rather the gift of an entire eex into literay method. 
The critic has in fact only echoed the conservative sentiments 
of Jane Austan's contemporaries who were Jealously watching the 
growing predominance of women in English society anc1 letters. 
But to speak more frankly, what is the triumph of Iriss Austen it 
in reality the triumph of women in the early nineteenth century 
society of England. As has pointed out somewhere in this work 
that the woman became tha guiding star of the new English societ 
t 
which evolved at the clone of the eighteenth century and hagre 
continued ever since. In literature also the women revolted 
against the unreasonable supremacy of man and established world 
of their own. They no longer looked on the events of the world 
through the eyes of men. For the first time in the literacy 
history of England women saw every thing from the view point of 
women. Thus, in this respect what is considered as Kiss Austin's 
triumph or failing is in reality the conquest made by women both 
in society and In literature* Anefche* 4m$e**a»% ehayaefcevis&e 
«e 
Another important characteristic to be marked in 
her novels is her artistic impersonality. Enthusiastic students 
Qt Jane Austin have ransacked her novels to trace the afffairs 
of her heart and to find out her political and religious opin-
ions! but nothing definite could be discovered. She stands 
aloof never obtruding herself in the narrative. She only deseri 
-es what passes actually in the world around her, never gltfgin^ . 
A 
the events or characters the colouring of her own mind or feel-
ings. This impersonal attitude she carries to extremity, ^ ven 
Shakespeare, whose impersonality is almost proverbial, yields 
at times to his poetic imagination and loses his calm. And af-
ter all it requires greater power and bespeaks greater master; 
to maintain rigid aloofness in narration. This is one of the 
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greateet achievement of Jane Austen. And yet eccentric critics 
have seized upon this very ruality of Jane Austen and have used 
it against her as a weapon of offence. So consummate aa artist 
as Jane Austen certainly did not make her character as mere 
mouthpiece for herself, out it is as well wrong to suppose that 
she never speaks out her own mind. If we go deep we will perceive 
that in the ^election and in- *he treatment of her raaterialjshe 
spoke plainly her own opinion and ideals. Young women should 
marry husDands who can support them. Constancy in love brings 
reward in the end. Gentlemen who have nothing to do should 
look after their >Ctenants. Her ideal of manhood was the heroism 
of the sea. For the evolution of character she gave due weight 
to early education, environment, wealth and poverty, Sensibili-
ty of feeling may "be good for its own sake "but it cannot make 
us happy* Sense and self-control will stand in better ateacl 
than sensibility. A critical study of Jane Austen*a novels will 
establish many such conclusions which may be taken as her defi» 
nite opinions. But this she does not effect by revealing herself 
whenever opportunity occurs. She stands as aloof as ever. Char-
acters and events develop by themselves. But she is master of 
delicate irony. Characters and events are brought into eentvjft 
contract and the reader, being in the secret, finds out for 
himself what is good and what is bad. Jane Austen does not 
pronounce her own judgment! she creates a world of her own 
experiences and observations, introduces us in a company into 
that world and then leaves us to form our own opinions. Thus, 
irony and satire are the very salt of her novels. Gatire, if 
properly handled, is perhaps the best made of detecting the f 
foibles and failings in human character. But in the unsympathe-
e 
tic hands of swift satira changed into savage vitupration, 
defeating the very end of satire as a correcting rod. Jane 
Austen had after all a generous and sympathetic heart. She 
pitied rather than censured the human weaknesses. In her hand 
therefore, satire took a middle form. Her critical observation 
at once detected the flaws in human conduct and dealings, 
and inorder to expose them to the view of the world in general, 
she adopted the satire form tempered with sympathy. Thus, thou£ 
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she lives and moved in the world of satire, and speaks the 
language of satire, she does not disgust us by its hediousness. 
She further minimises the unwholesom*effects of satire with that 
delicate humour which endear her to the true critics of art. 
If may perhaps seve as inducement to those who cannot relish 
the simplicity of Jana Austen that she is counted astone of the 
truest humorists and keenest wits who ever handled the En lish 
language. Can there be, in the whole range of English fiction, 
an absulfder figure than figure than Mr. Collins in 'PricU and 
Prejudice1 on the strength of whose character alone, to quote 
b 
the words of Professor Sainsbury, "Shakespeare and Fielding were 
the only predeccessors who could properly g4^e as sponsors to 
this young lady on her introduction among the immortals"• -?***• 
But this is a digression here and it would be in the 
fitness of thingSto remind that her aloofness from the narrative 
is counterbalanced by a vivid presentation of the world by means 
of irony and satire combined with the truest touch of humour 
and sympathy. Indeed one can hardly fail to perceive that these 
are her very characterstics which have combined the cri ics to 
call her the supreme mistrass of comedy. Inspite of the fact 
that she sa&taes the failings of humanity, she never deals 
with tragdy. nLet other pens dwell on guilt and misery" are her 
own words, and to this resolution she tenaciously adheres, the 
only exception being the poverty?stricken Price family, she 
gives us pure comedy, and in the comic art she is inferior only 
perhaps to the greatest. The wonder is that living as she was 
1 
in sueh a small wordp she could sketch the same characters in 
as many ways as she liked. Take, for example the clergymen of 
her novels. They are all taken from the same strata of society, 
they are all properly educated, they are all young they all get 
livings and they all of them have material comforts. But with al 
their similarity they can be as much distinguished from one 
another as an European from an African. To have attained to 
this woderful diversity and variety from such scant materials 
is indeed a marvellous achievement of Jane Austen. It is in her 
variety and diversity of character that Bord Maoaulary has 
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placed her only one step below Shakespeare. However cautiously 
some critics may take this high eulogy bestowed upon Miss Austen 
it cannot be denied that in the domain of character-painting- her 
superiority is as much' indisputed as that of Shakespeare, The 
fact is that Shakespeare is too much immortalized, otherwise 
there is no cause why Jane Austen should not "be placed by the 
side of Shakespeare so far as the pure art of comedy, character 
painting and variety and diversity are concerned. Mr, (J, Smith 
has said "The hand which drew Hiss Bates, though it could not 
have drawn Lady Macbeth, could have drawn Dame f^ uickley, or the 
nurse in Romeo and Juliet" and that perhaps in no way in a les-
ser than Shakespeare, 
A 
Ve have been up till now taking a general survey of 
Jane Austen as a novelist, but it would be much bet or if we 
illustrate her peculiarities by analysing her nereis. Though 
'Pride and Prejudice* and •Emma1 are greater favouriter in gene-
ral but in point of artistic finish 'Horthanger Abbey' has been 
placed by critics above all other novels. The accepted verdict 
of the critics that it is a parody satire on the school of 
J»irs Radcliffe is a bit misleading if not wholly untrue. 7/hat 
has led to this general belief is the 'Comic undeceiving1 of 
Catherine Morland Which is only part of the subject. But to give 
so much prominence to this incident which is only a part after 
all as to make all other incidents subordinate to it is doing 
but scant justice to the real aim of Miss Austen, That it is a 
a satire no one can deny. But Jane Austen strikes a higher note 
than what is generally believed. It is not so much the buries* 
nue on Mrs. Radcliffe's 'Mysteries of Udolpho' as a parody 
satire on sensibility — --- was fostered, in this case, by a 
diet of the wrong sort of fiction. She assails the conception 
of life, the glorification of the young lady, asset forth in 
romance". This interpretation of Miss Austen's satire by Mr. 
0. Elton seems to be more plausible than to say merely that it 
is a comic version of the gothic Romance. The parodjron the schoo 
of Terror is not the end but only tho means to the another enjjU 
But whatever may have been the aim of Miss Austen's satire, the 
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artistic merits of the novsl remains undisputed* The character* 
drawing especially of the women is superb. Those who say that 
General ?ilney is extravagant simply do not know human nature, 
Henry I?ilney is rather colourless, and has a great deal Subdued 
A 
individuality. 3ut it was an artieti c necessity, for it would 
not have done to make hira too superior to Catharine, 0th«T p> 
characters are all perfect. But the heroine is the greatest 
triumph in the novel« Catherine Morland is not at all a great 
figure, she is not an ideal model, and her character can nerer 
be said to be intricate. At the age of ten "she had a thin, 
awkward figure, a sallow skin without colour, dark, lank hair, . 
and 3trong features. She never could learn or understand any-
thing befoBB she was taught, and sometimes not even then"* 
In short there was nothing about her which could induce even aa 
ordinary novelist to choose her for a character much less to 
make her a protagonist, nevertheless, she iiAd the good fortune 
to be adopted as a heroine by a master mind. In Catherine the 
ordinary is made extraordinary. The older heroines were mads 
ideal and extraordinary, and they could not maintain their 
naturalness,, but Catherine is orinary, and is extraordinary 
success. Her character is indicative of Hiss Jane Austen*a 
literary principle that the ordinary can be made to yield as muc' 
interest as an extrordinary, TJnlike other heroines, she has her 
share of goodness as well as/of failings. She is on- of a thou* 
sand girls with whom we daily come into contact and >ye never 
a 
take any heed of such girl in the actual world. But in litera-
ture ehe is as precious as a esly jpuby because she is aa example 
of nature raaoterfully imitated and duplicated by art. 
This art is further enhanced by the pervaiding irony 
which is the very essence of Jane Austen*s novels. That Miss 
AustfJnfs irony is skilfully handled in *Kbrthanger Abbey' 
can hardly be contradicted. But to pacify those who maintain 
that the exhibition ofirony is not consummate in 'STorthanger 
Abbey* it would be better to pass on to *Prida and Prejudice' 
% • 
in which^masterful handling of irony reaa*ches it climax. 2Jo 
one can douot that its ironical character is 11 pervading 
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in every character except perhaps in Jane and her lover who 
serve as mere foils to Elizabeth and Darcy. But there is one 
thing to be marked its irony liv^ es not in the opposition 
of two embodied principles, a right and a wrong as in 'Sense 
and Sensibility*, but in the clash of two opposing foibles 
which must be tempered and softened before they are brought 
together. Daroy is all aeeataed proud of his ancestry and of his 
own social and intellectual superiority. This naturally 
imbibed in him the counter-spirit of gravity, reserve and 
ove*-fastidiou3ness which led him to keep himself aloof from 
every body and everything. Elizabeth is prejudiced against 
him, and her prejudice is heightened and confirmed when she 
overhears his remark on herself that, * she is notjhandsome 
enough to tempt me'. In course of time, however, his better 
qualities are revealed and he turns out to be nobleminded and 
generous hearted. But this we, like Elizabeth, are slew.diseove 
In fact Darcy's character is changed rather than revealed in 
the course of the story. Thus, the main theme is the war of th« 
two opposing foibles, the pride of Darcy and the prejudice of 
Elizabeth and the train of events though intricately woven 
are suitably adjusted to bring about the better acquaintance of 
Darcy and Elizabeth and ensuring their happiness. A crowd of 
personages isjbreated in the second pl#ane whose seemingly indi-
vidual dealings tend to the same end -—- the mutual understanc 
of Elizabeth and Darcy. In other words they all eerve as 
foilsjfco the hero and the heroine. One of these,Miss Jane Benne' 
the elder sister seems to be more difficult to draw than the 
sharp-witted Elizabeth. She is just that 'embodiment<jf innocence 
kindness and sweetness that refuses to believe even the worst 
sort of villany unless it is too palpable/to be otherwise. 
But Jane Austen knew that such character are more loveable 
than wise, and therefore, in the practical world Jane Bennet 
suffers the folly of too much sweetness. But perhaps the great 
est triumph of Miss Austen in character drawing is Mr. Collin* 
one of the greatest comic immortals in English fiction. He re-
minds us of those court jesters of mediaeval monarchs whose 
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v«ry absurdities «ndeared them each and every one. lav life we*£d 
A 
itself we often come across such people who are made prominent 
in society by their denseness and snobbery. Ofoourse Er. Collins 
isAot coarse and hilarious like mediaeval court jesters, hut he 
is as odd and absurd as any of them. Symmetry and regularity in 
character lessen the labour of the artist in drawing character, 
and any one least versed in character-sketching can work ^ out 
a perfect sketch of regular character. Bat irregularity and 
odeity in character are the things ?rhich discountenance even the 
greatest masters. But once again Jane Austen reveals her genius 
and skill by the consummate handling of Llr. Collins* complex 
character. His pedantry, snobbery, presumptousness his ill-timed 
and authoritative remarks and the exalted idea of his own import-
er 
ance by vyitue of being a protege of a woman like Lady Catharine 
combine to make him the most difficult person to be imitated in S 
But after all he is imitated by Jane Austen and imitated with 
truth 
perfect likeness to *ea«3a and life. Above all there is in the 
character of Ur. Collins that palat^able relish of humour which 
preserves the literature from the attack of time and oblivion* 
His patronnesr» Lady Catharine, and the Sarcastic Llr. Bennet are 
other two triumphs of Hiss Jane Austen in the domain of humours 
character drawing. These three characters have combined the 
critics to pronounce that Pride and Prejudice isthe most humour-
ously written. e«rt as well most boldly plotted out. Even those 
who potest against its being placed above 'liorthanger Abbey' 
cannot but agree that in 'Pride and Prejudice' LTies Austen main-
tains a. higher flight than its oister rival. It is not only longe; 
than Korthanger Abbey but has a more intricate plot, in the 
skilful handling and suitable adjusting of which Hiss A/fust en 
shows the power of a first rate-artict. Among Jane Austen's pre-
decessors, none except Fielding was such a perfect master in 
structure. 'Pride and Prejudice' has not only the Shakespearian 
humour, but also its technique. The handling of the events lead-
ing first to the deepening of Elizabeth's prejudice on the one 
hand and to the awakening of love in Parcy's breast on the other 
and then to the gradual discovery of one another's real feelings, 
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* 
sealed at last by the holy vows of marriage, is a master-piece* 
Elizabeth first meets Daroy at a village Mil. She is at once 
prejudiced against him on account of his proud bearing towards 
the young women of the Tillage, and especially on account of 
his remark concerning herself which aha over-heard that 'Ghe is 
U 
not handsome enough to tempt me" to dance with. A train of even 
happen to deepen the prejudice of TLizaoeth and to awakan in the 
overfastidious breast of Barcy the unconquerable^ -<Jentimeri s 
d 
of love for lllii-abeth inapite of his pride until the two conten-
-ing forces meet in a climax at Kunsford Parsonage. There Darey 
offers an insulting proposal of marriage to Elizabeth little 
knowing how much he was hated "oy her, and Elizabeth of course 
indignejitly refuses to accept the marriage proposal. The contend 
-ing forces of pride and prejudice having reached the climax 
now take a downward course, and by the most ingenious process of 
disillusionment Elizabeth's prejudice is changed into admira-
tion and gratitude if notlin intense love, and Darcy's pride is 
humbled until they are united in marriage. One would £ook in 
vain for a parallel of such a consummate handling of an intri-
cate and elaborate plot unless in the meat artistic dramas of 
Shakespeare. To borrow the words of Professor Saintsbury "..... 
it is difficult to conceive any scheme and scale on which it 
could have been better". A more perfect harmony oetween charact 
-er, situation, and events in such an intricate plot could not 
be achieved. It would not be extravagant to say that Pride and 
Prejudice' is perfect in every respect without aincle blemish. 
'Sense and Sensibility' the first to ap ear (1811) 
is said to have he^n written about the same time as 'Pride 
and Prejudice' and 'Uorthanger Abbey'. But it is the fcfeakest of 
a 
the three, perhps weakest of all. Its weakness is perhaps dl(e 
to its independence like 'Xorthanger Abbey' on something else: 
the romantic extravagances of *Llarianne,t" satirizes the sensibi-
lity novel just as 'Mbrthanger Abbey' satirizes the sensibility 
of women. Again in- 'Sense and Sensibility' Miss Austen strikes 
out a new path by contrasting her heroine with other characters 
in a way which she had not attempted in 'JJorthanger Abjey'. 
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Indeed In point of maturity •Sense and Sensibility' is the 
youngest of all her literary productions. There is no lack of pe 
power or of experience, "but there is orror of judgement. 'Mans-
field Park* is "batter than 'ranee and Sensibility1 "but not. so 
"brilliant as jPride and Prejudice'. It sho'~s much maturity of 
power and knowledge of life than 'Sense and Sensibility1 much 
of it is quits consummate, especially the character of Llrs. 
Norris. 
But of the three Chattton stories, '7a.Ta' is the one 
novel that may claim to b$ placed "by 'Ebrthangar Abbey' and 
•Pride and Prejudice*. Tt has? no", the guperb structure of 'Pride 
and Prejudice' or the artistic finish of 'ITorthanger Abbey' 
which makes 'Emma' so popular its merit lies in the abso-
lute triumph of that strictly ordinary and commonplace on which 
the fame of Jane Austen rerts. The. story covers three or four 
families living within one mile of one another. Everything 
g 
hap -ens in the narrowest limit of everyday life. There is nothin 
startling, no sensational incident to carry us thorough. The 
ordinary routine of life is maintained with a regularity that 
savours of dull punctuality. Indeed to livi the life of the 
Toodhouse family would be to hang oneself outright. ."But to 
portrait such a life in literature in a task "beyond the power of 
ordinary masters for the reaon# that, it is inimitable in art. 
"The big bowwow strain' any one con do, but 'exquisite touch 
which render ordinary commonplace things and character?: interest-
ing many besides °cott could not do. 
In "Emma 'Jane -usten reverts to the type of heroine 
whom, whilst loving she systematically chastens. Emma is a »ueh 
who thinks that she can see into the mind? of others, but in 
this she is cruelly deceived in the course of her experiences. 
She wants to direct the course of other people's happiness and 
pose? herself as a suitable raateh-maker. She takes Harriet-
Smith under her protection and pro^Hceeds to make her a suitable 
wife for some one more suitable than the fanner Ilartin who propo 
-es marriage to her. Eut he match-making businoastoring- humilia-
tion to her rather than tri\:imph. At last when she is thoroughly 
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brought to reason, :-ha i s un i t ad to Mr. S l ight lay who was her 
guardian-angel from her ve -y infa/ncy an;! with whom she was 
alwyas a t war beca^br.e he was candid enough to point out to her 
defects.The one c u r i o s i t y of the novjl I ' iss Ta;es i s aooranably 
"borinrr to th3 reader . TJut no one can cbmy that nhe nust have 
given a 1 -t of t rouble to 'lis.? Austen in sketch-in-.]; her oddi t ies* . 
Another humorous but hind croa.\ion cf Miss Au?ten is the e c o n t -
r i c l rr . Y7oodhouse who would not recomnend an eg;;' bo iled by any 
one e l s e ' thrn h i s oivn cook. The ending of the ntory in thus a l l 
sunny and T:ind comedy. 
I t i s on 'y in 'Persua/s ion* tha t Jane Austen comes 
pe r i l ous ly near moral iz ing, and thereby los ing her balarc e and 
l e t t i n g heij-nank of inpe r sona l i ty f a l l a b i t . Her .favouritism of 
Anne and ha t red of o thers oxpeeial lg of the baronet ".•.•ho is 
made up of van i ty and nothing but van i ty are evident . Then, 
again, in the conversation of Anne and Captain Harv i l l e ths re i s 
the ds l ibe ra to v ind ica t ion of th.3 r i g h t s of women ignored by men. 
"Hut, howevers t h i s moral is ing i s not, excessive a-- to fo r fe i t our 
regard for the inpersonal note of Jane Austen. 
TTow there remain only two thing7, to be considered in 
tha study of .Tana --.us! en with which we n i l l d o ^ e thte chapter on 
Jaws•••A.uivtsn. The f i r - t i s bs r * ty l e . though che read many .masters 
her 3tyla ic her ov;n unless approaching a l i t t l e tha ana ly t ica l 
r t y l e of her favour i te fi Tov/per. ""very word ie most su i tab ly 
acoisted with due regard to i t 13 value and force . 3ub, as be f i t s 
a wojflman, her s tyles i s na tura l and --imple and in complete harmony 
with the world and l i f e she moved in and painted. Unlike Fielding 
who was master of two ? t y l e , ths burl-a^vue and the r ich eloquenot 
of the great o r a t o r s , Jane Aust in ' - r t y l e is the language of 
every finy l i f e . Her s ty l e i s mors modern than ant iquated inspi te 
of the fact tha t -he u^es some obneletc words as "iiiiaginist ' 
and *deediiy*. There i s nothing in he?4tyle which would sound 
s t range , except for the beauty of the expression. 
In the ons word of * realism* the «rhole contr ibution 
of Jane Austen to f i c t i o n may b& summed up. The once more revlv«< 
the s p i r i t of real ism in a r t and s ty l e which "Hnglish novel had 
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had in the days of Fielding "out which it had lost in the 
ensuing turmoil of the Romantic movement. There is nothing 
extraordinary, amd romantic and extravagant. She simply relates 
the tale of the/daily life of the English people whom Bha saw 
and with whom she lived herself. Thus, Jane Austen is not onljr 
a/a UA-eK • 
an artist, but aJbae in a sense a hiscorian^ Her picture of life 
and manners in the close of che 18th century is an vivid as the 
prictures drawn by Fielding and Defoe in the eax'lier part of 
the century. History describes the splendour of a court, the 
intrigues of ^ talesman, and the fierce conte. ts of monarehs and 
nations, but the life, as lived by che average men of the 
period which we are more desirous to learn, are pa: sed over. In 
Jane Austen's pages we have just the sort of detail which we 
require for reconstructing the average the social life of the 
period. In her novels we move asAt were among the m-n and wo-
men of the closing eighteenth century, and we know perhaps as 
much abo/ut the customs a.nd manners of their society as they 
knew themselves. This is the tri<mph of her unflinching 
realism. It would not be wron^ to say that her re lism is en-
hanced "oy the rarrownesB of her world and experience. She had 
more opi>o*tunity and less haste in ooaerving all that happpened 
round her until- her microscopic /bservation discovered the 
hidden treasures in the most ordinary things. 3?or her material 
she never went beyond her own experiences. Her characters are 
all taken from the upper middle of the English village society. 
Curious critics have discovered that she seldom goes above a 
baronet, and hardly &**±*i descent to a butler. 
In her life time she lived quite an obscure life 
without any literary fame or popularity. It was only one or two 
years before her death that some people bega-n to recognise her 
worth, a.nd it was mentioned in a review thatsorae readers placed; 
her by^the side of ?anny .Burney and Maria Edgeworth who enjoy-
ed tolerable fame in their own time. Scot, wasthe "first to / 
shower on her the famous eulogy "that young lady has a 
talent for descrioing the involvements and feelings and 
characters of ordinary life which is to es«* me the moat won-
derful I ever met with. The big bowwow strain I can do myself 
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like any now going, but the exquisite touch which renders . 
ordinary oommonpl&ce thing- and characters interesting from 
the touch of the deacription and the sentiment is denied to ma* 
That a pity such a gifted creature died so early". It waa after 
her death that her genius waa slowly but surely being recognis-
ed by the greatest masters until in our ovm time she ranks 
among the greatest literary immortals of England. 
4fc 
CHAPTER IV 
Sir Walt«ir Scott and Historical Romance. 
• « * : • 
The novel of Marmir-e had found its mistreat in Hiss 
Jane Austen, and its rivWl the rom.mco was not slow to find its 
own. Few women followed in the wake of Fanny 3urney, If is? Haria 
Edgeworth and Jane Austen for the simple reason that novel 
proper defies imitation, while romance can easily be imitated 
by second rate writers. Thus, while the cultivation of the art 
of novel was confined to the few, romance proper issued in 
shottlS from the Minerva Press immediately oafore the appearance 
of 'Waverley ' in 1814. The one characteristic of these ro-
mances irf their wothless imitation of Mrs KadclifTe, Godwin, 
Clonic1 Lewis and many others of the same nchool. ^ ut to cut 
shortjthey had no place in litera/ture'they are more fit to he 
dealt with in the history of English trade. In their own time 
they found ready scle by the help of thrilling and attractive 
titles. But they seved at least one purrjose. The novels it? 
found in them fit subje cts of parody and satire as is evident 
in the novels of Hiss Edgeworth and Jane Austen, hat is import* 
ant to mriuf in this connection is thatithese romances were chief-
ly written and read by women. The predominance of women i&\ 
"English literature and society is the chief characteristic of 
the literary history of early nineteenth century. Of these in-
numberable women romancers Eaton Stannard^ Barrett's Mirthful 
burlesque, 'The Heroine' (1813) may oe taken as a sign that 
these extravagant romances were beginning to find disfavour 
with the public ------ a healthy presage of the appearance of 
more natural romance of Scott. Thus, by the time that "cott 
came in the field there were two contending elements in the 
arena of fictitious literature^rom^nce with its extravagance of 
conception and imagination, and novel proper vith its character 
drawing and realistic incident. In *eott novel proper and romance 
were wedded. The novels he wrote are of composite character. They 
are the story of adventures, the realistic sketch of manner, and 
the saner elements of the Gothic romance; and they all blejned 
together ~a**l placed in a historical oack-ground, 
Walter Scott was born in Edinburgh on 15th August 
17/71. Both on his father's and mothers side he was descended 
from the Border families, distinguished more for their tribal 
fetids than for any literary fame. Indeed his father was the 
€4. 
first of his family to adopt a town life and a gent*l profession 
of. writer to the signest. I?rom his mother he inherited the ima* 
gination and culture which imbibed in him an early passion for 
gathering legends and lot%8 of old ?cottish fefeds. Whatever 
may be d*tie to his ancestry for this oent of mind, he was helped 
in this by his early associations and upbringing. When he was 
only 18 months old, he was visited by a fever which cost him 
the use of one of^legs. This 1 meness and a general weakness 
of health prevented him from undergoing a systematic course 
of education when he grew up. In his childhood he passed much of 
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his time with his grand-mother at Sandyknowe litening eagerly 
to the stories of 7cot ish fettda told to him QJ his grandmother 
'in whose youth ;;he old Border depredations were matter of recent 
tradition*. Chance threw in his way many other persons who were 
eager to satisfy all the curiosities of this charming boy. 
Thus, left to himself in mutters of education, he accumulated 
a vast store of ancient legends, lofes» histories anr< ballads, 
chiefly concerning acotlandj and when he was strong enough to 
be put in Edinburgh High School in 1778, his masters "pronounced 
that, though many of his school fellows understood the Latin 
better, 'Jualtrus fcott was behind few in following and enjoying 
the author*s meaning*. 
Throughout his school days and afterwards at the 
university, he eagerly pursued his own studies. He read French 
Italian in order to read the original works of Dante and 
Ariosto and the French romances. But while he lived this life 
of imagination and scholarship, he was far from being a clois-
tered student, Inspite of his lameness,he grew up into a robust 
hoy of genial disposition. He was never behind any of his echoo] 
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friends in the school folitfs and games, when he joined the bar, 
he moved freely in the society, .and cams across all norts of 
people. This brought to him the experience necessary for paint-
ing the ncottish manners and charaerer in all grades of society 
During his stay at the University he attended law lectures and 
was called to the bar in 1792. Though he had taken to this pro* 
fession by the advice and desire of his father, yet from the 
beginning he had limited his amoition to only getLhinn; •o-/*^ >vM_ 
suitable po«t which would enable him to devote his time to 
literature. In this he was not disappointed for in 1799 he ob-
tained the office of Cher iff-depute of f-elkirshire; on a salary 
ofj£300 and in 1806 he obtained the reversion of the office of 
cleric of session. Inspite of his hard duties, which he continue! 
A. 
to perform for 25 years, he found time to devote himself to 
literary pursuits. Moreover, his professional duties enabled-Wi 
to study men and mannar^. Thus, hisjearly associations inspired 
him with romance and his experiences in later life taught him 
ralism enough to curfo the extravagance ofroiuance. 
In his literary life he was first ciai.no-d by- poetry 
as its devoted desciple. He was first inspired uj I-.enrySf 
Uackenzie's lecture on German Literature delivered in 1738, He 
learnt Gejlfrman and while he was in the height of his enthusiasm 
for the new German Romance, he heard about a translation of 
Burger1 s'Lexore'. This gave him a new am/bition he himself 
translated Goethe's drama, ' Gotz von 3erlicfiingen*. The perusal 
of German romantic literature and his translation of Goethe, 
turned his thought to the romance of his own beloved Highland, 
The result of this new impulse was the • Minstrelsy of the 
Scottish Border' published in 1802-1805, In 1805 appeared 'The 
Lay of the Last Liinstrel, his fir3^ original work. It wan 
followed by ' Marmion ' in 1810 which at once aroused England 
and Scotland to great enthusiast, and brought great and unexpact 
ed fame to Pcott. He now thought of giveing up law which had . 
not brought him any great success. Henceforward he devoted him-
self to literature. It was at this time that he unfortuantely 
entered into secret partnership 7/ich the puhliahing and printin 
concern of Constable and th3 Hallantyne o*t**»a mistake which 
broutdit misery on fcott in hi? later years ana huotened hia 
death. In 1812 he removed from Ashestiel to his r.evly hu51t 
house e£- called Abhot£jford and there established himself as a 
Heottish laird vith its rccoma^nyin.p dignity oi ,.  -Morons hospi-
i.^ llty, he received the title of baronet in 1820. /during all 
this thne, hib- burinesn partnership with aV,.llantyne and Co 
remained a secret, and his authorship of the WaverleuL'ovels 
reiaained unknown. 
T\it after 1310, fcott had realised that he was not %i 
all a poetic genius and that In ordez to maintain his popularity 
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he must look to aome other mode. In this he was confined by the 
sudden success of Byron who 'rose one laorninp to f.nd himself 
f-nous*. Seolt found himself on unstable grounds, nnd, therefore 
he uAt to seek sons new '"1 Dorado' -nhero he would be rivalled^ 
none. The story ho v.- his first novel 'V7averley'appeared is in-
teresting. ho had v/r listen some portions of the story earlier, s*. 
f* 
on account of an •unfavourable opinion of a fr iend he discarded 
to 
it, T.-nter on v/hili searching -» fiahinp; tackle ha found the aanys 
cript of :ha Waver ley took it up and finiiied it in a few we;dcs, 
?1\$ anonymous publication of 'The ?/averl^ ( 1814) .-.nd his later 
novels iu attributed by !<©ckhart to Oeott's dislike of hein^ j 
called a novelist \7hich seeded to be oeneath hia dignity. The 
success of ' Waverley* wao inrasdiato vaid when it was followed 
w1 thfen four years; after the^publication ©# Waveap&^ by * Guy 
Mannering 'y ,rfhe Antiquary ' > '.alack Ivarf, 'Old Ilorball r.y», 
•Hob r*oy', and 'The Heart of Lfidlo vhiau*, aba^ lan*'' K enthusaiasm 
and wonder knea no bound, hoti only in Jlngland out also in the 
continent his novels vere &ai£od an :.he greatest contrihutfcdHsi 
to fititious literature. In these novels 'Icott tave a wonderful 
variety of characters and incidents illustrating the histories 
of France, Scotland and England. In hia first nine novels, Scott 
limited himself to Scottish, history and in givins bhe enthusiasm 
the generiosity, the hospitality, ani the Ilijjhl nd loyalty to 
tha^reepectiv; clans#. In 1819 he took a sudden turn in Ivanhoe; 
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and lighted upon the for|otten aspects of English History* 
The wonder is that this most popular of his work was written • 
while he was suffering from the attacks of agonisi^ cramp of the 
stomach. In his later works, * Kenilworth *» ' Fortunes of Ki.?e,lt 
and 'Woodstock ', the same romantic side of English History is 
illustrated. In ' Quentin Durward * and 'Anne of Geiersteir? he 
turns to French history and in 'Talisman ' and ' Count Robert ' 
he gives way to his enthusiam for the war of the Crusades-
7ov twenty years Scott wrote with the double pur*> 
pose of giving to the world what he had in him and of making 
a 
large sums of money for mainlining his Scottish dignity at 
Abbotsford . But at last his connection with the Ballantyne & 0} 
brought disaster on him. He wa-3 comfortably employed in writing 
Woodstock ' in 1826, when the crash came. The company was 
saddled with heavy debts and it was declared with huge aiaount of 
A. 
debt to be cleared. How far Scott wag responsible for this 
catastrophe is a dipreputable controversy. The upshot was that 
Cjcott assumed full responsibility and undertook to pay every 
penny refusing any help from his creditors ••-Wi«*» »»i»4eh»» suffi-
cient time. Respite his ill health he zealously set himself to 
the work of clearing the debts by the htfl^ 7 of his pen. In four 
years he wrote ?, huge e-f amount oijworks of diverse character 
which enabled him to pay £ 40000 —-- half of the -whole debt*. 
Had hejbeen granted a few more ye-.rs of good health and life, 
he must have paid every penny of his huge debt, but he broke 
down under the strain. In 1830 he had a serious attack of para-
lysis from which he recovered and again set to work by dictating 
t 
But after a rhort time his mental faculty forsook him and at las 
A 
he was prevailed by a his physician and friend*to try a voyage 
to some milder climate. The British Government placed a naval 
vessel at his disposal. He visited Malta, ITaples and T.ome. V;fcen 
he felt his death drawing near, he Returned to Abbotsford and 
shortly after his return hefaied in 1832 and was buried among hia 
ancestors in the Old Dryburg^Abbey 
Though we are concerned here only with his novels, 
it would not be perhaps of any great use to distinguish them fro 
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hio early poems, for whether in roe by or in. ncval, '.here in the 
: •;-• i.o '"{liter '"'colt rarroujinded **4fe the romantic pr'3t. 'oth 
ir* I-.I-5 poetry an-' in his n-val:;", ;he f^?* spirit i~ +be same, the 
difference lies in tho node of e:caresr-icii. It Tr •- only an ncci. 
dent thai he f:'../it chore poetry to express hie ro:raitic feelings 
The same pas ion Tor mediaeval i r.n, "he same no .e of grandeur anc 
the pane feelin as of youth that are *,h.c d" s ':ia aiiohin-; narhe of 
'The La.iy of the Lahe* or ofaLay of the Lart hin--;trel' come to 
fall play in aYaverley' ^ rd in * Suy Marinering». _.;•; hag been poir 
-ed out in hir- life, his ancestral connection with 'die romantic 
Bo/der fa/.-il:h;o and !riiF- o-rly a-.: social, innc - no' up bringing 
imbibed in him ta; i pa^ s::a:n for roa/rrtic that becaaae part of his 
life, ""he .rune oT "ir Talter T.cott is insegeravle from romance, 
f^.-i this carmine feeling ho sought to express in diverse Tsl^ ays. 
The building of Abbotsford
 $ a n d v-e maintenance of highland 
0 
grandeur and hospitality are hut another expression.? of his ro-
mantic/ feeling. 'To a..;.s infected with the same en;.hi;sixain for 
mediaeval ism thai was the distinguishing mark of Y/al poles 
character. Combined with this? o^ rtfvusiasm for meoi.arva?.lism he hat 
housseau's paacion for rural life which, is -3vi:n.nt in his .novelg 
T
'h.en helset to writing romance, the same feelings ofmediaansliszn 
and passion for natural s^cenery rwd rural life cane out from 
hig pen. ^ enlalias and nature are the two notes ..hat Icott 
strides in his novels with the greatest force. "hue, though he 
lived in an age of industrialism marked by ths growing e^rr e of 
••'e-IOO.<:•••: cy» he ha -• no enthusiasm for democracy, his imagination 
conjured up a pant with all its glamour of feudalism, romance 
and pageanty. He erea od" such a world in an«<aroand Abbotsford, 
He was too much in love with the past •- its life and society 
to see it Julled '"own by the rough hiwids of modc-rn democracy. 
The past he wanted to play in life -'as thatof a chief ohioftr.Jla 
surrounded ^y nany followovr -anted together by a g^ninne sense 
A ^ 
of ee3-vice and loy;;.lt;v.Abbotsford --3 - 1 '" -e-J^ ' xo 1 T " 
' the patriarchal dignity of the p-.st. In ^ m ^ M S novels he 
had the
 B«,e ideal before hi, m h - . Tt v,. r-.r-al, therefore, 
.. , •.-,,,4r .^ f-f-^ v,,. i-,3 -oniti choose the historic-' that when r:e woul^ ^t^n ,^1^^..,., --- • ^-— ,, 
noTel in which the pagantry of the mediaeral age would play «* 
greatest part, b>Jt unlilce othor writers oip.'.gto^c^l novel Scott 
s 
historical fictions are '.he -enuine expression ofbin own feeling 
and i-it2.1. ITron his vary childhood be h^d been dr?r?Ain<y deep at 
the fountain of old border poetry <?nd romance, "here was not a 
tower, not a ruined castle with whose 1HI?%* histrv and legend 
he was not acquainted. Thus, his novols are the real expression 
of hia own nfatu -G, not the. laboured, effort to crrenic/le the 
past-. This point isf'o be inristrd on, for therein Tie? the 
fundamental difference hetwean -'"oJ t's >wstoric ;1 Mictions 
and the hi^tori.c-1 novels of o4her Enylirh writer?-. ''dher© are 
many writers of bier', or ic-? I novel;.' who h< ve produced fine histo-
rical novels conyar: ble w.ith, ^r\6 at. M m e s erer better than 
Scott's novels. Carles r.erv^ e'o •(Toistor -.no dearth* and 
'Ihaokray^'s 'idenry 'dsnond' C M : 1-y clan>! to e-aal olaoe with 
any of Scott'o novels. Taken on their own Merit they can be 
ranked with the bt,st of dcottjt; :-ind there -re m-my -ho without 
any prejudice vrould say th.t none o+* !"cott*s novol-5 would app-
royach these iiiasterpieceo in point of accuracy and truth. 75ut 
there is this difference be'"ween then thot where1-? 5e«.**i* Henry 
Esmond* and 'dloicter and the Hevrth' are the laboured studies 
of the past without -any correspond.1!r5 .appreciation in the heart 
of the authors themselves, ~cott*r? ' Tvrnhoe* or •-'enilworth* 
are the real tine, liyitinrate expression of hi? throbbing heart, 
'""siiond* and * Cloister e.nc the 7Tearth* never axpreeo the real 
bent of thejauthor'z; y-niuc. "ho r e d "h.aefr-aacy 1.!'. revealed not 
ill Ssinoiid, but in 'Vanity 'Jair1, an-- the H-nne if; tn.»e of Reade. 
of 
They serve to show that a nan of yonius, with the help/Jlabour 
anc *d**d.ition, can wrioe any,, he Ir'kes r.>nd that in a much better 
way than the :r:an who ho 3 » :aa ie the particular mode of writing 
a speciality. But dcott writes the hiotorical novel because he 
£$j£ld not write any other oort of no^'el. Tf he hr r, not the 
e*»«. ng of Reade, he has that fulness of know-
«4Miixticn and learn:. 
ledge and the sense of recreating fthe dead past that are denied 
to other writers of historical novel and are the undisputed 
possession of Scott by virtue of his iamersion intojth© very 
spirit of the age. If ^eott fails in historical accuracy, that 
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failure is counter-balanced by romantic interest. T© sum *pt 
Thackraey and Reade let us know all about the past, while SCott 
makes us move and live in the glorious past. 
The distlngulsh-'iSark of Scott is his imiigination 
which has wrought all this wonder. And the very nature of his 
work demand that he should write extempore and with haste. For 
imagination books,,no restrictlon,knows no bondage. If. is at its 
best when it is given full p& y — fast and extempore. :u is a. 
common truism about Scott that he wrote as fast as his pen could 
move never locking again at his own writing unless in the proof. 
This is at once the triumph and the failue of Scott. This haste 
deprived him offthat concentration of mind which is necessary for 
systematic presentation of a story. 3ut the truth is, as Scott 
himself has admitted that when he began to write he was forsaken 
by every thing but imagination — — and the greater the imagina-
tion, the greater the haste and the greater the suocesr.. Had he 
attempted to work like Jane A^«**» ** "iittle piece of evory 
with so fine a brush' a: to produce little effeot after much 
labour" he would have probably failed. Such method was ji quite 
foreign to his nature and was ill-qualified to pull on with the 
robust imagination of Scott. This is not true of any one novel 
but of all his novels together. They are all the work of appre-
ciative knowledge of the past combined with the intente imagi-
nation of the author. Therefore, to assume that any of his novel* 
is written with labour and perseverance would be erronous. Mr. 
Carlyle in praising *¥averly< above his other novels has said 
"On the whole, contrasting fWaverley*, which was carefully writtt 
with most of its followers which were written expempore, one may 
regret the extempore method"• But this is a sad mistake, as has 
been pointed out by Mr. Hutton, unwarranted by facts. There ie 
no evidence, but to the contrary, that any of the novels was 
written with the least labour. Scott's method was always the samt 
—to begin and then to hurry it on to its end without any regard 
to the tiruth of historical facts or to the system. And the rate 
of progress seems to have increased with the corresponding heigh-
tening of imagination. Indeed a more detailed study of his life 
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and his writings would reveal the fact that hie best stories 
are those which were most rapidly written, for they were the 
works of his intensest imagination. But to take advantage of 
this acknowledge haste of Scott in order to expose his incompef, 
tency or ignorance would be nothing short of foolshneas. He 
wrote carelessly because he wrote in haste, butjnever ignorantlj 
His knowledge of antiquity was profound. He aevey 4g«e#a*He 
knew not only the general features of an age, but also the 
minute details which are evident in all his novels. His passio| 
for details; is the one boring element in almost all his novels. 
He is always inclined to over-load his narrative with details 
that are of more interest and use to the antiquarian than to 
the general reader. The first few chapters of his novels are 4u 
dull and tedious amply because he is at pains to picture the 
condition of the period which the story is cast. But this much 
must he said that this passion for minute detail gives that 
solidity of workmanship to his novels which few historical 
A 
novels possess. 
In his own time his fertility in production amazed 
the public. But in this respect he hasbeen supassed by many. 
To take one, immediately after him came Bulwer who surpasses 
Scott in the fertility of production com/Mned with a certain 
evenness of merit. But what distinguishes Scott from the other 
extempore writers of fiction isthe iase and truth with which 
he paints the life not only of his own country and time or of 
the age justfortfeee'Ming his, butjof the days for advanced in 
the oblivion of bygone past and often too of scenes far away 
from his own country. In "Old Mortality1, the most powerful of 
his novels, the story is cast in the period more than century 
and a quarter before he wrote. Other sttrries, like * Nigel* and 
•Kenilworth*, go back to Tudor period, that is tjBw#centuries 
and a half before himself. Others like •Talisman' and 'Ivanhoe' 
paint the society and life of Richard's time and present the 
scenes of the burning desets of Palestine (in 'Talisman'). 
The world of the new class of extempore writers seems to have 
been limited to their own times of which they had personal 
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experience. But judging by the ease with which he described 
bygone ages Scott seems to have lived wi the life of a centena-
rian with a bit of personal experience of a few centuries 
at least , Ho one can pretend that f^ cott paints the life of the 
Tudor period with the same ease and truth as Jane Austen 
describes the country clergymen and the squires of her own 
timeg it is .tfaevertheless^ the work of a great imagination to JI 
make us more familiarly amidst the political and religious 
controversies of two or three oenturies ago and to make us 
actual witnesses* as it were, of Elizaheth's balancing game, 
of Leicester's crafty intrigues,and of noble dealings of 
Skaa&es Bs^ a?d. ^€&^r^ £«>*wo^V . 
Though most ofkis novels are just^ly called romantic, 
the other side which fad Formed unromantic is asfpowerfully drawn 
as the romantic *Jlde. 5© #his he could not do in his poems . 
But in the novels, the business of life finds as much place as 
the sentiments. Mr. Bagehert ver^bly puts it — - "If he had 
given us the English side of the race to Derby, he would have 
described the Bank of England paying in six pences, and al o the 
loves of the cashier", A cursory glance at his novels would 
establish this asserta,iD*\.Take for example the dealings and the 
very character of Maclvor. His arrangements for receiving 
h 
blackmail and his business like motive in proposing marriage wit 
Rose Bradwardine are as carefully recorded asjthe high and noble 
feelings of his sister, Miss Maclvor. 3o too the monetary deal-
ings of the Jew in 'Ivanhoe' are as vividly presented as the 
struggle of love in the heart of his lovely daughter, 'gentle' 
Rebeeca. It seems as if Scott enjoyed this contrast between the 
high sentiments of life and its dull and almost ludicrous detail. 
Yet it is in the deli/neat ion of this unromantic side of life* 
and world that Scott fails. The minute detail which is at onc« 
the weakness and strength of Scott is closely related with the 
unromantic delineation, and even the most zealous admij|rs of ' 
"cott cannot failtof rebuktag him for this dullness and prolixi-
ty. It is the imagination of Scott which creates the abiding 
interest in his novels that make him and his work famous. His 
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imagination's any body else1 a imagination,can not be kindled 
to Alame by the weak fuel of dull details. It needs, the exite* 
ment of picturesque scenes, and romantic feeling . It is charac* 
teristic of Scott's genius that he is at his best when he has to 
deal with splendid scenes, and great characters. Give him a 
truly grwi* scene, such as the revels of Kenilworth, or the 
tournament at Aahby in 'Ivanhoe', or again the reception of 
Richard by Saladin, and Seott will reveal his masterhand. Hot 
even in Shakespeare's historical araraas can welcome across such 
splendid array of figures and characters all throbbing with life 
^vitality, c^ uentljln Durword may be unimpressive and Uigel may be 
a dull hero, but how vital are the truly great figures of Louis 
XI and James 1. The passage in 'Fortunes of Mgel'found him on 
his unexpected introduction to the icings's chamber has been 
truly described as 'masterpiece of characterization'. Again 
the scene in 'Kenilworth' which describes the approach of 
Elizabeth, the shouts and greatingn of the common people and the 
splendid sound of truapjfots that announces the approach of the 
virgin queen, indeed the whole of the poceeding at Kenilworth 
A 
Castle are masterpieces of description. There are not one or 
two such passages and scenes in his novels but innumberable, fot 
these are the real productions of his genius and romantic ima* 
gination. These are not mere details of the events of a bygone 
age, they are the real pictures in which we move and mix as 
one of the actors of the drama. 
It is in scenes like these that "oott bears kinship 
with Shakespeare. Carlyle's critci m on this claim that, "Shakei 
peare works from the heart outwards, Scott works from the skin 
fcnwards, never getting near the heart of men" is well known and 
to a certain degree undeniable. But it is unjust when we compare 
the scenes in the historical dramas of Shakespeare with thoee 
of the historical scenes in Scott's nove/ls. Carlyle's criti-
cism is true when we compare Ophelia with Jeanie Deans or Julie-
A 
with Margaret Ramsay, but place Scott's diaries Edward with 
Shakespeare's Wolsleyj Scott's king James 1 with Shakespeare's 
king Henry Vlll or* again, Scott's Queen Elizabeth with <0fc*kee-
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Shakespeare's Queen Katharine}and Scott is in no way inferior 
to Shakespeare, Shakespeare handled two different ?eea» of art 
— — in the one giving life and substance to the entirely 
bodiless creatures of his own mind and imagination* and in the 
other attempting a vivid presentation of character*already 
known by the part they played in history. Any comparison between 
Shakespeare and Scott murt be confined to their common use of 
the latter form of art. The work of each is the delineation 
of a character already known in hir-tory. And for the vivid 
presentation of these historical characters, it is not inven-
tion which is needed* but the creative imagination marking on 
ascertained materials. Ho body can deny that Scott was never 
wanting in that creative imagination which makes history live. 
Therefore, the greatest triumph of Scott is his 
depiction of historical characters and scenes. But it must not 
be forgotten that he had a firm <~rapp upon life and world as 
whole. His imagination had the supreme power of giving life to 
the paft, but he had also sympathy enough to e-e««OTeaa*Id4#£4%4 
the humblest forms of life*Mr. Bagehot has pointed out that 
Scott was singularly successful in the delineation of the poor 
people their humour, their eccentricities, thier narrow 
outlook and their quaint manners. He had a passion for roman-
tic literature which fed his imagination but he was also inter-
ested in the ordinary life of the poor people of his own time, 
and this gave him power to observe the weaker as well as the 
stronger si^e of the character of the ordinary labour and the 
peasant. But what is important to note in this connection is 
his life like-presentation of the poor folk. Dickens has 
vulgarized the poor people, makin* them "poor talkers* poor 
livers, andjln all ways poor people to read about". On the 
other hand sentimental novelist^have placed the poor people 
in Arcadia, as it were, with all its glamour and ideal happi-
ness. 3cott gets clear of these errors and presents them with 
all that are good and bad in them, f can not do better here 
A 
than quote Mr, Bagehotsf just criticism on Scottfep presenta-
tion of poor people "His poor people are never coarse 
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and never vulgar; their lineament*have the rode traits which a 
life of conflict will inevitably leave on the mind3 and manners 
of those who are to lead it; their notions have the narrowness 
which is inseparable from a contracted experience; their know* 
ledge is not more extended than thie restricted means of attain* 
ing it would render possible. Almost alone among novelists 
r,eott has given a thorough, minute, lifelike de cription of poor 
people, which is at the same time genial and pleasing"• ^here x 
can be no dount that in achieving these results, Scott was 
greatly helped by the fact that he belonged to Gotland, where 
people ef different societies are joined together by strong 
feMal ties* At the time when Scott lived, the Scotch people 
wart ia theory anti-demoorat on account of their tenacious 
respect for rank, Bit the pernicious effects of fettdalisa were 
counters-balanced by that genuine self-respect which is the 
most remarkable part of Scotch character. Those who belong to 
the higher society while preserving the dignity of their rank 
have nevertheless appreciable sympathy for all those who are 
denominated by the common term of poor people. And Gcott was no 
exception to this general rule of Scottish feudalism. In spite 
of his high Tory principles, he had that genuine sympathy and 
r 
love for the common people which endeared him to each and evey 
U. 
one. His thaoir^ s of democracy and of fe*Jdalism he speaks out 
through the raottth of Baron Bradwardine in 'Waverley'. The Baron 
would not see any diminution in the authority and rank of the 
landed aristocracy, but in his dealings with the poor and with 
his tenants and peasants, he shemld showed the depth of his 
love and sympathy for them. In this respect we can identify 
~cott with the Baron. It was characteristic of Qcott which gave 
with 
him privilege to move and mix the lower order of Scottish 
Society. Mr. Bagehot in an another e say (perhaps/ in his essay 
on 'Shakespeare —.-- the Man*) has related that whever whenever 
Scott had occasion to drive he would always prefer to sit in 
the coachman's box and chat to him familiarly for hours to* 
gether* Ha would make friend^ with all men, and with the help of 
his geniality, good sense and shrewd observation ha entered 
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into the very hearts of the people marking all that was heroie 
or leas appreciative in their character. 
Perhpas the moot noteworthy characteristic of 
Scott's romances are that they cover a very wide range of ac-
tion and are, therefore, more public than private in interest. 
Of course it does not mean that individuals have got no place 
in "cott's pages, but he gives us the picture of the indirfcduala 
only as they are affected by public strife. With the notable 
exceptions of 'The Anti-quary*, fSt Ronan's Well* and 'Guy 
Hannering' that have more or less private interest, his indivi* 
duals appea.r on one stage in order to show the effect or the 
consequences of political movements or historical eventsf the 
depiction of which is the primary object of 3cott. J?OT example 
in 'Ivanhoe', Scott's aim is to give the picture of the politic 
condition of England after the conquest ---- the inamicable 
relations between the vanquished Saxons and the conqurer Hermans 
the growing hatred and disaffection among the few e"axon fended 
magnates, and the political chaos of England resulting from the 
misadministration of John and the absence of king Richard. 
Ivanhoe, Cedrie, the Templars, and Re-bin Hood'i 'Merry' band 
they are all actors to produce the general effect. To borrow the 
words of Mr. Hutton, Mwe become more of a public man" after 
reading Scott's novels which abound in such narration of 
political issues. The vitalization of these events was the 
result of that largeness of conception in which Scott has few 
equals. The very nature of his robust imgination e^manr'ed that 
he should paint on a l«*ge canvas with a large brush. But this 
power of Scott fails to attain success in another branch of 
artistic delineation. Scott, with his largeness of conception, 
and the pee*er of giving a rough description of obvious life 
was but poorly equipped for the delineation of the soul. In faot 
Scott was hopelessly deficient in this penetrating powevwhich 
has made Shakespeare the king of immortals. He could paint 
the grand preparations made for the tourney at Ashby, or give 
the life-like picture of the battle of Preston, but give him 
to depict the troigic feelings of Rebecca on her bidding fare-
well for ever to Ivanhoe and his happy bride, Lady Rowena, and 
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he will reveal his weakness. In his pages **Sre have mind, manner 
animation, but it'is the stir of this world. V/e miss the conse-
y 
crating powej and v/e miss it not only in its o*.r n peculiar sphere 
which, from the difficulty ofintroducing the deepest elements 
into a novel, would have oeen sarcely matter for a harsh cri-
ticism, but in the place in which a novelist might most be 
expected to delineate it. There are perhaps such things as the 
love-affairs of the immortal beings, but no one would learn it 
from ^cott1' Scott can very^well sketch the visi ole outlines 
of a character, "but he cannot unfold the delicate feeling? of 
the heart. His characters live, but they do not live like these" 
of Shakespeare's. Jeanie Deans lives, but not as Ophelia lives. 
'e know James 1, but not as we know Romea. 
The same limitation of "cott's genius isWisible in 
another portion of art ---- in the delineation of his heroines. 
And perhaps the most severe test ofa novelist's art is the powet 
of creating a female character, for it requires a rare degree 
of psychological insight. Ris imagination can describe the 
outward features, the dresc and the manners of a woman, but he 
cannot unlock the mysteries of her heart. Mr. I&gehot ascribes 
this deficiency to one other reason also. He had that 'roman-
tic tinge* which refuses to go deep into any thing. His ro-
mantic feelings idealized the women. His romantic awdtenderness 
for them kept him back from studying them critically in order tc 
discover the weakness-and, intrieancies of their character. To 
Scott woman was more an object of homage than ajthUng to be 
critized. The only appreciable success that ^cott could acieve 
in- this direction was where he had to deeJL with ihaormal and 
grotesque women of the lower society towards whom jfa& had *• 
no romantic feeling, or where he had to delineate the character 
of women of 'masculine mood'. He approaches this highest formal 
art in Madge Wildfire and Queen Elizabeth — — the f»rmer being 
an example of grotesqueness and the latter of manliness • 3ut 
in general Scott is denied this psychological insight. 
And the samC may be said of M 3 heroes. They succeed 
where their masculine mood isjto be depicted. Their strength, 
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their feats of valour and their manly dealings are nicely 
presented, but we know nothing of their inner life. Some of 
them are in love, hut we know nothing of their individual 
sentiments dictated by the finer feelings of love. The real 
character of man is unfolded when he is under the influence of 
love. But the lovers of Scott's novels have nothing dramatic to 
unfold. But it would not be reasonable to expect such things 
from Scott, for they -were out ofhis way. In practical life, 
Hcott was not at all inclined to r,hat seeking and anxious 
inquiry into the hearts of others which wore the special 
acquisitions of Shakespeare. 
There is one more characteristic feature of Scott's 
novels. Perhaps oott wa^ the first novelist to make the seen* 
an important element in the aotion. His own romantic country 
imbibed in him a passion for natural scenery. The same passion 
is evident in his novels. His iraginatiwe faculty helped him in 
preserving the artistic harmony between action and scene, He 
chooses his place so very well, that the action seems zo be 
.4: 
the result of the natural environment. The most Stirling example 
of this harmon^y is to be found in the opening chapter of 
'Talisman1 where East and Yi/est meet in the person of incognito 
Saladin and the knight of the Sleeping Leepard, who fight in 
the scorching desert of Palestine and then retire to rest and 
eatft together in the cool shacl^ es of an oasis. A second 
illustration is to be found in'Guy Mannering' where Miss Man-
nering* s lost/over approaces her window on a boat in the still*, 
ness of night and plays an Indian note upon his harp, A third e« 
example is to be found in that splendid 3cene where Ivanhoe 
lies wounded within the cantle with Rebecca hy his side to 
describe to him the onslaught of the invaders upon the walls 
of the Castle. There are many such examples in his m#»al'-<**~4i> 
which go to show that he was sensible of the artistic effect 
of maintaining perfect harmony between scene and action. 
There remain now but tirathings to be considered in 
t ' 
the sudy of Scott ----- his manipulation of history, and his 
deficiency as a story letter. Svery one knows that Scott 
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made free use of history for the sake ofhis romance. Of course 
the Waverley novels are not to be put to any severe historical 
test, though soma of his works, arffor example the 'Portune of 
Nigel1 might come out successful in such a tart. But, as Mr. 
Cross says, "They (Vfeverley novels) are primarily not his-
tory "but literature". In handling the historical event and 
characters it was natural ::hat "coi t sho-ld follow Shakes-
peare who was the first to vivify history. Shakespeare thought 
himself justified in meddling with history for the sake of 
dramatic ends. He condensed evsncs, changed their order and 
even introduced events which never happened. Scott, in taking 
him as his master, did the like thing, But he was not so 
skilled in manipulating history as was Shakespeare* V.hatever 
changes Shakespeare made, they appeared to os reasonable and 
just in as much as they enhanced the dramatic force without 
taxing our sense of historical propriety. Perhaps only in one ir 
instance — - in that of making the murder of Any Robsart 
contemporary with the revels at Eenilworth in 1575, though it 
occured fifteen years earlier, Scott approaches the art of 
Shakespeare by increasing the pathos and tuagedy of the rejoie-
ings at Eenilworth. But when in the same novel "cott makes 
Shakespeare the author of 'Venus and Adonic*, though he lays 
the scene in the eighteenth year cf Elisabeth's reign when 
Shaker-peare was hardly eleven years old, and then, agin, 
implies in 'Woodstock' that Shakespeax-e died twenty years ear-
lier than he actually died, we cannot see our way to believe 
that Scott invented these lies to give any dramatic force. 
Mr. Cros?- ascribes these historical discre ancles to Scott's 
purposely introducing them for some end as well asto his care* 
lessness and ignorance. But} to oe more just, they should attri-
buted to his carelessness and in a leaser degree to his chil-
ish desire of introducing the name of living Shakespeare. 
But perhaps the weakest point of Scott is his defi-
ciency as a story-letter. It would seem strange to charge 
'the king of the romancers' with anything like «H« ha« «*ly *« 
incapacity to tell a sto^ well, but one has only to examine 
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critical!.jr any ofhis novels* and lie will acquiesce in the re-
mark. V/hen he descends down from the high pinnace of imagination 
in order to describe the ordinary un-rom&ntic world* his dull-
ness and prolixity are unbearable. The dulness of the first 
few chapters in almost all his novels is almost proverbial. 
Then, again, the absence ofplot is evident in all his novels 
in a marked degree. When he begins to write it seems as if 
he has no idea of the path he means to take. Scott is frank 
enough to confess this in the Introductory Spistle to "The 
Fortunes of Nigel";-
"I have repeatedly laid down my future work to 
scale, divided it into volumes and chapters, 
and endeavoured to construct a story which I 
me^nt should evolve itself gradually and strik-
ingly, maintain suspense, and stimulate curio-
sity; and which, finally, should terminate in 
a striking catastrophe. But I think there is *-
demon who seats himself on the feather of my 
j>en when I begin to write, and leads it astray 
from the purpose* Characters expand under my 
hand; incidents are multiplied; the story lin-
gers, while my materials increase; my regular 
mansion turns out a Gothic anomaly, and the 
work is closed long before I have attained the 
purpose I proposed". 
There can not be a truer criticism of Scott's defects 
a? this. Se> aw •Anti-qu&ry* seems to be the epitome of these two 
defects — — dullness and prolixity and frWe-fvanee- of systema-
tic plot. To this absence ofplot may be ascribed the fact that 
the real interest in Scott's novels very of-ten centres round 
the subsidiary characters and events. In 'Waverley1 the love-
story of Captain Taverley is forgotten and the condition of 
the Highland. e4*e« and the Bcotttish rebellion are given 
proainance to. In * Chiy luannering' '.;he heroine, Hiss Julia 
Mannering is over shadowed by Keg Merrilees. In * Ivanhoe' king 
Kichard, Cedric, Merry Robin Hood and Gentle Rebecca are assign-
ed greater part and, thereforet creat greater interest thaK 
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TTilferd and Lady P.oHena. ?«hile in 'Anti-quary' it is difficult 
to find who is the hero and who is the heroine. The apparent 
purpose of the- 'The Heart of TSdlothian* seeras to be to present 
a living picture of ^orteous Riots, "but the raal r-'^ ory of the 
novel settles round Deanie Jer/ns. There is rne more defect 
illustrated in 'The Heart of llidlothian' its undramatie-
ending. After Deanie JeansjfJ procures the royal pardon ^or her 
sister, the real interect ceases, a^ it Scott Hraa*s on until 
Deanie Jeans eees her children T/ell provided for in life. The 
fact** that 'Uride of Lanriermoor' has a VQVJ {^ ood plot and that 
in 'Kenilvrorth.' the dramatic interest is maintained up to the 
end show that ^cctt had the pov-er to ,^ et rid of all these 
defects. It ia his careles^ .'ies:-; zmd unreasonable haste that are 
responsible for all these defect.-. Hot only this ---- his haste 
leads him to use Bad grammar. All that can be said in defence 
of Scott is that f;he vsry nature of his intense imagination 
demanded all thi-v- hat^ 'e and o?reles neo" . a!ir imagination could 
not brook the restrictions of rules ana system necessary for 
constructing a systematic plot. In r/ords of Stevenson "ha was 
A 
a great day-drearier a seer of fit and beautiful and humourous 
visions, but hardly a ^reat art4, rt: hardly, in the manful sense* 
an artist at all". 
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CHAPTER V 
The English Novell ate "between C-cottts ThacVeracy. 
— lt*l&S*S - . — 
We hare discussed at length the indiwidaal merits 
of Miss Austen and Sir Walter Scott as the pioneer of two differ 
-ant nchools of English novel, I3eofre the advent of these two 
masters the achievementa of English novel were by no means of 
small degree, but this much must be admitted that there was too 
much confusion and insanity in the domain of novel literature 
before Jane Austen and Scott, A-part from the great achievements 
of Miss Austen and Scott, their importance lies in the fact that 
the one purified the P&£ly artistic novel while the other 
humanized the Goth/ic romances. I?rom Jane Austen and "ir Yfalter 
Scott the many streamlets were united and made to flow, as it 
were, in two mighty rivers covering a much more wider field 
than before. Uaturally one would expect that with Jane Austen 
and Scott the era of confusion ends and a long period of peace-
ful development along the lines of the two great writers would 
follow. Bit as soon as ave step out to study the development of 
English novel after Jane Austen and °cot ., the old literary 
principle that Art, unlike Science, defies all attempts, whether 
reasonable or unreasonable, to direct It to any definite channel 
is once more proved. Imitations at least of Scott followed, but 
the book of pure romance was closed with the death of Soott. 
livhat followed Scott was more or less a cross between novel of 
manners and historical romance or rather, to be more precise 
a medley of novel of manners, historical romance, political 
novels, focrce, satire, Gothic romance, (Bccasional attempts at 
realism and what not. In short the same confusion which was the 
characteristic of the closing eighteenth century novel litera-
ture, followed after Miss Austen and Scott had disappeared ^ 
when Dickens and Thackeray gave new forms to the English novel. 
Between Scott on the one side and Dickens and 
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Thackray on the other, there appeared a large number of novels 
and novelists, some of whom rank high in second class. It wa3 
impossible that the towering fame of Ceott should not draw the 
greater as well r,he leaser writers to follow in his wake. dir 
"alter Coott is the greatest force hat has yet ap eared in the 
history of^nalish novel and this was real zed during his life-
time. r,vhis immortal fame of dcott attracted many of the younger 
generation, and a host of imta\,ora set to work after the mocdl 
of the 'T'averley1 novels. To name only a few -Irs 73ray, 
Horace Tnzith, James, Ainsworth, John Gait, 13ulwer-Lytton and 
Charles Kin^sley, thoggh they escuyed other i^omk» of novels 
as well, are counted firt.t as the desciples of Ceo :t. How far 
they succeeded in aheir attempt to compel3 \rizh "cott may be 
"beet expressed in ahe wordn of cott himself --- "they had 
gotten his fiddle, but not his rosin". 
Hiss Austen*a Immediate influence in the direction 
of'pure novel wa.o almost nill. The reason as has dean pointed out 
before is tha", her novels were the \:-ork of pure art, anc, theref 
fore inimitable. Again LIlaB Austen's claim to gre-atnesn and fame 
m ^ not immediately recognised, and the study of her novels 
was' confined to the highest literary societies only. And perhaps 
after we have re d her novels we •••••re incl...ned to ••- y .hat it was 
beta, '.hat her art vas not imitated, for anyohin^ short of her 
master4»gy would have .^ iven us? a ludicrous :-et of domestic 
novels. Thus, not till the ap ;earance of rv'anity i'air1 did che 
naval of pui4a ?@&1 l i fe dvtTOnei i t s standard a no a mo re« while 
the historical novel-romance of a next kind v/aa revived with 
Thackeray's 'Henry Esmond' and Charles Kinsley's 'Westward Ho*. 
Therefore, in order to hav.; an idea of i:he linea of 
development aa well a?-: of the chief novelists of his tr nsi» 
tion period it wo aid- be^t serve our 'purpose to have short dis-
cussions of Eook, -d-al-vYer-Lyttor'-i, ."Disraeli, Air;r»irorth, James, 
Harryat and Peacock. 
Theodora Hook {1788-1844} who har, been dubbed as 
•a punster and a matchless improvisatore* is a crurious figure 
among these. The popularity of hia * sayings and J3oings* never 
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survived him, nor is it likely that it would be revived. The 
faults inherent ©•? the works of an improviaatoreaB he was ----
i.e., flimsy construction, little or no plot (like smallo t), 
thin representation,and (in Hook's ca: e) mixing to .ether of • 
conventional and artificial with rude real'.am are the ma^rked 
characteristics ofhis novelR. Yst, for all thi , "ook is in more 
than one v/ay important to the critical historian of "bi^ lish 
novel. In the first place his influence both on Sickens and a>\ 
Thackray was direct and great. hot only this, but that if there 
ia any connection between the novelists of the early nineteenth 
century and the Victorian novelist;:, Hook iv- the one writer who 
serves as the link between the two. Then, z.g&in, he spikes out 
a new path, creates new interest and incidents and gets rid of 
the tendency to 'conventional lingo' in English novel. In a 
sense lie modernized English novel. 
Ainsworth (1C05-S2) and James (1801-60) must be 
considered together for they arc chs unconceal --d followers of 
Ccott himself>2 .Beth of Mi em were extremely prolific --- James 
writing history as well as novels and Airur^ orth writing only 
novel. Of the two James had the greater scholarship and the 
better command of English; his historical knowledge was wine 
* 
and accurate and he had a tinge of romance in him. He had a tal-
ent for ready and picturesque writing and of using history in 
a way az to hole the interest especially of young people. But 
the samenesc ofhis situation (the'two horsemen* with whom mowt 
of his novols open became common joke) and the convsntional 
mode of his handling are point* at which lie in most attacked. Qa 
the other hand Ainsworth showed some dra*rratic power in the in* 
terest and rapidity ofhis adventures, but he had little ori- -
ginality and little or no humour. There are flashes of brilli-
ant descriptions in his paj.ee, but his moral tendency is open 
to criticism. Taken torethar Jo^ioc and Ainsworth so to show 
the dangers to which the historical romance wo "aid. be placed 
to 
when i t handled by anything short of ^ c o t t ' s getfius. both of 
them were d e s t i t u t e of S c o t t ' s poetry, knowledge of l i f e , gaid4 
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reading grasp of character and command of dialogue and des-
cription. Then, a^in, like Dumay, the-' fell in'o the mistake 
of thrusting pure history in orderfo give the historic?! efrect 
to their novels. 
With Bulwer-Irrttcn {1813-73) and Israeli (1804-81) 
for the first time after Jane Austen and C:cott we step into a 
different sphere of novel literatre. The most marked charac-
teristic of these two writers itf ^ hei.r versatility, "^ ilwe-
Lytton essa3red perhaps all form? ofnovel and romance then known 
and practised. T3oth lired the life of politics and vet found 
time to serve the 2'!uses. In the case of Disraeli, novel-writing 
was always a. 'by-work' chiefly for the sake of relaxation, "he 
most mar/ked characteristics of his novels ere sincerity and 
1 
ironical note. His contribution '-o "'"'nglxsh letter? is amost 
wholly in the kind of novel-writing, from 'Vivian frrey' (1826} 
to 'lilndymion' (1880). Yet it may be doubted whether, except in 
some c/urious by product, hs ever produced re?l novel work »f 
of the highest kind. In the satiric-fantastic talle -- in which 
he appears an the acknowledged desciple of Voltaire --- like 
'Ixion' he has no equal. As a pure love mvel 'TTenreitta Temp33 ' 
is good, and as cross between the historical, biographical, and 
the romantic, 'Venetia' is also pretty. Dut all the rest, most-
ly political and fantastic can not be liked in general , His 
novels bespeak cleverness and when everything ha she en spokenc*. 
favour of Disraeli it xnurt be admitted that his novels have 
great faults. To mention only a few showy imagery and phrasi 
•^IraBai note and unreality are narked. Taken as a whole they 
are lifeless. Most of these defect may be ascribed to the fact 
that Disraeli's novels have some purpose, mostly political, 
behind them. 
Disraeli was Dulwer's master in politics, but in li-
terature Disraeli had to lLovr before the greater .genius of .Lyttoi 
The comparative relation of the two to puT^ies* and letters may 
be expressed in the following words:-
Disraeli was a born politician who was a considera 
man of letters* Dulwer was a born nan of letters and waspy no 
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means an inoosidarable politician* The mo^t marked eharacteris-
£*. 
tie of Bulwer is his versatility -.— reminds us of the greatest 
A 
masters of the Elizabethan period. His literary ability was 
extraordinarily diversified* He wrote novels which if put to-
gether would fill more than sixty volumes; he wa? a dramatist 
of not inconsiderable ability, he was eri;:ic» he was a journa-
lit and he was a verse-writer. In the department of novel 
only he attempted many or ratheip.ll the forms that he could 
catch hold of, in many of which he very nearly approached to 
mastery. Thus, he wrote 'Pelham', a novel of society 'Eugene 
Aram' a novel of crime, 'Ernest Maltravers' a novel of passion 
the 'Last Days of Pompeii', a historical romance, and 'The 
Caxton^s' a domestic novel after the fashion of Jane Austen. 
Such a mass, such a length and such a variety of 
production with so many stamps of merit and brilliance we would 
not find in the works of any other novelist. And yet it B said 
that 'with the crUics Hilwer is dead'. Pew, except his most 
enthusiastic admirers would call him a great novelist at all. 
She fact that in his own time he was hailed as a genius and, 
again, that )fthere seems to be a serious controversy regarding 
his greatness would be sufficient perhaps for some to place hia 
just below 3ir ".'alter ;-cott and Jane Austen. The fault which 
have combined the cri .ics to pull him down from the high posi-
tion to which he had been raired oy his contemporaries may be 
enumerated thus: his singular and almost rediculous grandilo-
quence, and the loathsome sentimentality which too often mar 
his earlier novels, and it cannot but he admitted that these 
faults are apparent and majk'rkAi. But to do justice to him it ought 
to be pointed out that he got rid of these two fault", at least 
the second one almost completely in his later works. His real 
faults are such as may be ascribed to 'want of consunaaateness'. 
-Ke could be fairly %•»« true to the ordinary life, but he pro-
ceeded to remove the commonplace touch by fantasy and sensa-
tionalism. Yet af :er all these defects have men pointed out* 
it still remains to be said that he certainly possesred merit 
in bulkf and often infaetail. And perhaps one may be permitted 
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to pronounce Bulwer one of the greatest of ^ ngl.lnh novelists 
among those who are just approaching the very greatest. 
To Karryat, (1792-1848) whose worka are numerous, 
the "best being 'Mr ITidshipman' ?nd 'Peter SimrLe' «e**f the 
credit of "being perhaps the first navcCL and chief military/ novel, 
iet of the period. Much of his work is not worth counting at all 
but his sea novels belong to a stsn^ard vhton C T not be passed" 
orer. The chief merit of his se^ . »»?» novel corslets in the 
fact that they are written from the view-point of a craftsman, 
as distinguished from an amateur or a chance-intruder, He had 
tt 
seen much service abroad and was familiar with all the humor 
of the soldier's and the sailor's life. In this he was more like 
Smollett than any one else. Like Smollett •*» also he had a cer-
tain ferocity, and an over-fondness for practical jokes; and 
added to these, Marryat was rather a careless a.n^  <ncorrect 
writer, and was at times liable to fits of extr-'-vagaicee and 
dullness. But the spirit and humour of the best of his bonks 
throughout are unmistakable and unsurpassed. 
The erdtldet 'eccentric* would best perr: our purpose 
of introducing the last of the -roup -— Thomas Love Peacock 
(1785-1866). Though he was a good ^oet, he is mo-eMy known 
to students of English literature PS the author of 'Ke-dlong 
Hall' and 'Nightirfan Abbey' two of his best satiric novels. 
He passed a studious youth and an idle manhood, but at about 
thirty he produced after some verse, the curious satirical 
romance, 'Headlong Hall'. This wan followed by 'ITelincourt', 
'llightraare Abbey', 'Maid Marian', 'The Misfortunes of TSlphin, 
and 'Crotchet Castle!, and then after a long interval, • "rrVl.1 
Grange'. In all of these he showed that he was essentially 
a scholar and essentially a humo)(iri-t of 'Lucianic' tradition. 
His novels have a peculiar relish and are written in an attract* 
ive style. They all belong perhaps to those satiric-fantastic 
order which was first instjfigated by Anthony Hamilton. Social, 
politic/al em& economic andother crazos are humourously satiriz* 
edj but the satire is combined with realistic character-study 
with actual modern manners to match. Peaoock's satire is always 
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very sharp, and in his earlier book/a little rough as well; ^  
but later his satire ant1 humour become much more wholesome, pure* 
These novels have no plot — — there is the s-\me uniform assembl 
-age of guests at a country house consisting of many not common-
place characters. It is in the selection and management of 
these characters that Peacock's greatness lies. The attraction 
of these books is further enhanced by occasional interludes 
of versa in which "eacock was as nuch master a:- in prose. 
Besides these individual names, who may be called 
the moons in com arison with Jane Austen and sir waiter °cott 
had a host of starjaround them who did homage to the great as 
as wall as to the le ser masters. Thus, Gait and IXoir car -led 
on the ': cotch I-Jovel* of Fcott. Morgan, Banim, Croker and others 
followed idss TMgewortft. Glascock, Chamier, and Howard came 
forward as the oesciples of Karryat, The didactic sice of Maria 
T'idgeworth was carried on by Harriet MartineafcL Ilrs Shelley's 
'Frankenstein' and her husband's 'Zastfozzi', whieh have already 
been mentioned somewhere oelon- to the school of Terror, Many 
women encouraged by the examples of Fanny Burney, Kiss "F>d.g worth 
and Hiss Austen, attempted novels of hhe mort various kinds, 
mostly of the domestic kind, but they were too feeble to attain 
to any success in this difficult species of novel-writing. On 
the other hand Samuel barren's ^en Thous nd a Year' blended 
bulwer and Dickens in a manner which is a wonder up to this 
t ime. 
Thus, between Jane Austen and Scott on the one hand, 
and Dickens and Thackeray on the other there were a host of 
novelists, many of Thorn achieved considerable fame. But after 
all they may be roughly designated as imitators. All that we 
can say is that, one creative period must be followed hj a period 
of imitation in order to let the next creative' period gather 
strength and pick up all for a purer work of art. And in the 
latest thirties and forties there nvor.e two writers aHd- of £ 
genius vho were to give *e a new tone to ^ngli-h novel. 
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CHAPTER VI 
.1 ekene ----- Thackeary 
^roup. 
•»———t&j———— 
with Dickens and Thaclceraay the second creative^ 
period of the ninstfeenth century novel begins. Tith the 
acctfaion of queen Victoria in 1857, Knglish literature entered 
ur>on a new era of devvlopapent. The earlier revolutionary and 
romantic tendencies of the nineteenth century died away with 
the realization of new political and social ideal^in English 
politics and society. Literature was not slow to fefleet these 
new tendencies. The romantic revival had done its work* and 
England entered upon a new free period, in which every form of 
literature struggled for expression. Though the Victorian 
."•-5is produced many poe»ti—— two of whom, Tenyson and Browning 
rani: among the greatest, it is emphatically an age of pe prose 
of newspaper and of wo/vel. The CHUBS of this predominance of 
prose literature and especially of novel lies in the fact that 
the tendencies of the age 4——«. growing spirit of democracy, 
of social unrest, of moral earnestness, and above all of real-
ism could not "be so well expressed in poetry as in novel. Thus, 
psrhaps the most important literary phenomenon of the Viotoriat 
A^e isrthe 'Nationalization1 of the novel. Dickens with his jtl 
humanitarian novels, and Thackeray with his fierce satire on 
English society and manners represent the same predom/inant 
spirit of the age. But of the two perhaps Licken$s novels in-
terpret this spirit of the age in a much truer way than Thack-
eray's, for Dickens' theme is the amelioration of the condi-
tion of the masses who now i»ee«me the back-bone of the new 
English democracy, while Thackeray takeslfor his subject the 
manners of the upper class. It would be but dishonouring the 
names of these two great^survery of their relative merits and 
their respective contribution to the English novel, as I proper 
It 
to do in this chapter, out a detailed critical study of these 
great novelistz is rather on the farthest e>:lre;uity of the 
scope of this work, and, therefore, they are only glanced at, 
by a sort of anticipation as it were. 
To begin with Dickens, we are surprised to notice c 
that Dickens owes his fame as a novelist more to his unbounded 
popularity than to any great artistic merit of hisjhovols, 
Then he lived he was too much loved to be seriously criticized 
hut after he had passed away, men oe.^ an to discover the many 
faults of his novels which even the greatest admirers of 
Dickens could not deny. Indeed, if one sets to analysing the 
eharacteristic^of Dickens, his faults as an artist would be 
much more ntBaerous than his achievements. This we are constrain-
ed to remark in spite of the fact that Dickens continues to 
fascinate the minds of a very lar^e section of TIn^lieh people. 
ITaturally the question would be to what does Dickens owe his 
fprae, his popularity, his greatness, his 'immortality1 and 
his clnim to be counted as 4«« one of the greatest novelist* 
of England? The answer would be that Dickens is a -"emocratic 
Movelist. He was a man of the people an--" wrote for the people. 
In his litera.ry career he was attracted by many forms, but the 
driving force of his genius was throughout a passi Mate 
sympathy for democracy. He isjthe spekeseman of r.he masses, and 
lives by their praise. He may, in short claim to be the ori-
ginator of the democratic novel. 
Heedless to say that this sympathy for the poor , 
the week, the infirm and &&v the suffering Dickens learnt from 
the miserable sxperiences of his own early life. The we4» won-
der is that through all this misery and suffering? Dickens never 
lost his geniality, and once when he came out of the life of 
corruption and degradation this geniality developed into that 
cheerful optimism fcfca.% isphe most cherished mark of Dickens's 
novels. Beneath all his heart-rending pictures of suffering 
humanity, there is cheerful courage, hope and lova. T.hat a 
curious k**~*y*** that the world, upon his charity he was so 
cruelly thrown away in his innocent childhood, he should consider 
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as the beet and happiest world to live in. The fact is that ha 
loved the world, hut found that some evils harf£ crept into it 
which can he rooted out by justice, sympathy and lo~e. He had-
unbounded confluence in the native gocdnesa of the "rorld which 
was bound to return if only men exerte* themselves a lit le. 
Hie message to his countrymen, may to the a-oneral humanity was 
„—•« 'This ic- the beat world. Only araae evi.l F have found thier 
way in it? remove them and there ispothing but '"•"''• inesc and 
joy in our world'. 
One can not help -roing on writing about i^ckenjro 
optimism, for that is the most lo"vea.ble characterstic of 
"Dickens. In his admirable book, 'Charles I-ickeiis' lir. Cherster-
ton has showed that the chief causa cf the slow pro ;resc; of our 
time lies somewhere in the dominant note of psa-siriisra which 
is the chief characteristic of the orosent d?y literature. He 
asks us to seek refuge in tho chejrinr: message of "iakans. In 
the time of D^ickons most of the evils that aro no lonrer now. 
existed in all their he ;M outness. .'Ml tho literary and social 
leaders of the time devoted their energy «*« •<•*•]«» to the removal 
of these evils. But what in curioiis to note is that Thackeray 
with his violent denunciations could not achieve r.o much as 
Dickons did with his/ optimistic outlook. In dir-cunning the 
optimism of Sickens, one would >•© naturally led to the dis-
cussions of the so-c/alled 'vulgar optimism' of bickens which 
has been so revj -^'dmirably dealt a-'th by Tfr. Chsjtterton. And 
indeed I would be only re-echoing the opinion of ^rr. Chesterton 
when I say that this charge of vulgar optini&m i.«.f a 
disposition to moke his characters happy and 'comfortable' 
at all cost without any regard to 'heir merits or oomerits, 
as in the cane of Jir. Micawtfer ia true to a certain d^ree. 
Hone can deny it, we can orJy defend it» a.jain, what a para-
dflx that this same Dickens, thin dreamer with all bis vulvarICy> 
optimism and sentimental ism did help to pull do-rn the Marshal-
sea, and the obnoxious elements in the work-hou^eij "nfi left his 
impress on parochialsm, on public sets shohools, on the 
i f /**<*'•*>»! 
circumlocution o f f i ces , on nur?;ina; and on funera ls . Could 
-r\z< 
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Thaokeray and Carlyle do anything of the sort by their vilent 
denunciation of the existing society and manners and prophesy-
ing that the world was no longer a fit place to live in? If 
Dickens was an optimist, he was the most practical optimist 
who took a cheerful view of life and set to remove the obno-
n 
xious elemets in the exislng society of the time with a cheer-
ful heart. Dickens once for all %3*a* proved that 'revolutions 
are made with rose-water*. 
bxUtT 
Optimism is very closely allied £• humour at least 
in the case of Dickens. Indeed one can hardly fail to notice in 
the early life of Dickens that humour kept the castaway child 
from despondenoyi and added to this gift of humour was an ex-
traordinary power of intense observation which provided him 
with interest even in his darkest days. In later life when he 
moved along the ways of fame, it is more than probable that he 
would have remembered with bitterness his early disadvantage?} 
but it is probable that even as a miserable boy in the blacking 
d 
factory he was kept employed in observing the curious life aroun 
him. One can hardly fail to notice that it was the presence of 
this humour in Dickens which made him an optimist. 
Unlike Thackeray, Dickens never went to any universi-
ty for education; even his school education was imperfect, and 
Dickens learnt there practically nothing. That accounts for the 
narrowness of Dickens's vision. But it is doubtful whether a 
course of education in the school and at the university would 
Dickens 
have given us the same admirable^which we possess. The ways of 
providence are mysterious. T.ho could have thought that Dickens 
leading such a miserable and neglected life was getting the best 
eduoatlon possible to suit his peculiar power of imagination 
and observation. As a child, poor and lonely, he laid the founda 
tion for those heart*- reading pictures of childhood like those 
of Qliwer Twist and Little Hell, which have moved many 5*S££M 
on to tears. With the help of the same observing faculty, he 
learnt in his youth an entirely different side of human life 
.-—.. the enemies and the victims of society. As a newspaper , 
reporter, he came into contact with different grades of society 
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the knowledge of which stood him in such a good stead when he 
OK. 
began writing. Above all,being born actor* he seized upon every 
peculiarity of voice and gesture in the people whom he met* 
and reproduced these thing in his novels* exaggerating them 
in the way which most pleased the public. 
This much about his outward training and now we 
turn to his inner disposition. Among the books which delighted 
his childhood were the imaginative works of Smollett, Fielding, 
and Goldsmith, 'Don Quixote*, 'Gil Bias', 'The Arabian Nights* 
and etc. That bespeaks an intense imagination in Dickens. This 
excessive imagination which helped him extract stories and 
characters out of incidents and persons that ordinarily passed 
un-noticed with a wealth of detail and of romantc suggestions 
that make* many ofhis descritions like pieces of boa/utiful 
A 
poems is the most marked characteristic of Dickens. The second 
element is his extreme stfnsibility which breaks alternately in 
tears and in laughters* When the outward training and the in-
ward natural disposition were combined it was natural that in 
his novels, Dickens would be sentimental, especially over 
children and outcasts; he would excuse the individuals in view of 
the fault of the society, and that his sensibility would keep 
him close to the public. 
Of the many characteristics of Dickens, two 
his imagination and an eager taste for melodrama, stand out 
more prominently not only because to them we owe gratitude 
for all that is good and wholsome in Dickens's pages, but also 
because the chief faults of Dickens flow out of them. His 
imagination catches hold of something grotesque in the 
character of a man and develops it into magnitude which over-
A 
shadows every thing else. Thus, even his immortal characters 
like Sam^ t teller and Mrs Gamp are more like caricatures than 
anything else* His eager taste for melodrama is responsible 
for all this grotesqueness and exag~eration. Therefore, wt 
must confess that hie novels, while they contain many realis-
tic descriptions, hardly give us an impression of reality. 
There are lively and extraordinary creatures, some beautiful, 
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some grotesque* but all far away from the life that we know 
in daily experience. The fact that some of his characters are 
r 
tue to life while others are not, are probably due to the fact 
that Dickens uses both tho method of plain vopeeiyyrmaftatff xA<^L. 
fanciful romance. In such studies as the Plornishes and Joe 
Gargery all is veracious, but can we say the same thinn; about 
such characters as Little Hell or Oiwer Twist ort again, Emily. 
Of course no one can doubt the existence of Oliwer Twir-t in 
actual life, but we can not beliere that he remcained so innocent 
amid the scenes of infancy in which his lot was cast. 
I hare only pointed out a few of the defects of 
a / 
Dickens, while many others remin untouced. But the fact is that h 
belonging as we are the enthusiastic set of youthful admirers 
IN. 
with whom Dicknfls is a special favourite, we can not find our 
way •e4f£criticis$»g the author of immortal 'Pickwick Papers*• 
But perhaps the greatest achievement of Dickens is the enormous 
range of his creative genius. "When critioism has spoken its 
last jrf word about his caricature, his fovce, his grotesqueness 
his exaggeration and sentimentality, the greatestrof all remains 
o 
to be sfip^ cen — — his characters live. People say that Dickens 
depends for his force on characters and insitutions that have 
passed away. l!ail c)foaches have ceased to run ; their drivers 
are gone; the Fleet prison and Marshalsea are no longer/then 
how ispt possible that the succeeding moderations would be 
interested in them? But the fact is that a / great part of 
e 
the force of Dickens's books depend not so much on the permanenc 
of the institutions and characters he describes as on the 
extraordinary sympathy with which he describes them and on the 
i 
abding interest with which he endows them. In other words 
Dickens's greatest triumph is his creative genius. Needless to 
add that it is ajf^ great creative artist that Dickense takes 
his place among the immortals. 
Being the most prominent novelists of their day, it 
is natural that one would like to compare Dickense; and Thackeray 
with respect to their life and work, and their attitude towards 
the world and life in general. But a perusal of these points 
would lead us to acquiesce in the remark of Professor / as*!*** 
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Saintsburifr'that *it is a parallel almost entirely composed 
of differences'! To begin with, Dickens *came and took his place 
calmly* as Taokeray himself said about hiiaj while Tackeray took 
sixteen years to establish himself in the favour of the public. 
Vse are not here to discuss the reason J. It would suffice tc s ty 
that Dickns appealed to the masses and gained immediate popu-
larity; while Thackeray introduced himself to the society, and 
therefore found difficulty in the immediate recognition of his 
genius* But how much the difference between the greatness of 
Dickens* and^Thackeray-the foundation of Dickens*s greatness 
rests on the favour of the public, and, therefore, a bit pre-
carious, while Thackeray has been raised to the pedestal of 
greatness by the unanimous verdict of the critics. 
To enumerate the other points of difference between 
Dickens and Thackeray — — Dickens after a hard struggle with 
life in his childhood and youth enters upon life with joy and 
happiness, and never loses his geniality; Thackeray, with money 
and friends, gets the best education possible in the public 
school and at the university, but enters life timidly and dis-
trustfully, disliking his pen which was to make him famous, fine 
fault every where in thekorld. He is gracious and loveable with 
a kind and sympathetic heart and with afoious temper revering 
all that isjpurs and good in life, yet he is something like a 
cynic towards the world which uses him so well and finds shams 
deception, and vanities everywhere. This much regarding the 
temprament of the two. As novelists, Dickens i? romantic and 
emotional and interprets the world largely through his imagina* 
tion; Thackeray is a realist and above all a moralist, who 
judges by obaevation and reflection. His aim is to give the 
true picture of the society of his time and as he finds it 
i 
pervaded by Snobbery and intrigues, he mercilessly satrizes 
the world and life. In his novels he is influenced by swift ai 
Fielding, the latter of whom he acknowledged as his master, b 
without the ferocity of the one and the coarseness of thejbthe 
and it is curious to note that with all his pessimism and 
denunciation, his satire is tempered with tendejrferness. 
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In this comparison between Diokens and Thackeray, 
a 
perhps all the points about Thackeray, which ought to be 
noticed in a general survey, have been brought forward, but it 
would be much better to touch upon each of them lightly, 
"haekeray is first of all a great realist. He is 
es entially » a child of the cities* and a cosmopolitan. He 
was educated in the proud traditions of the mid le class Snglisl 
gentry, and, therefore, na was essentially the man of/elub and, 
of the society, leing thus a man of the world, it was envitable 
that the method and matter of his novel would be re listie. He 
potints life as he sees it. As he says himself, 'I have got 
no brains above my eyes; I describe what I see*. His pictures 
of certain type, especially ofthe weak and the vicious^for exam; 
of !3ecky Sharp are true to life. His realism is closely related 
with what may be termed as modern spirit. "Even his historical 
novel like / Esmond* whioh is a study of the eighteenth centur 
life ia penetratec oy modern spirit. He writes of past but 
always with the pen of the man /ho lives in the present time. 
S'ieldinx was the pioneer of this spirit of realism in fiction 
and it was later on carried on ay Hiss Austen. But since then 
it was beins handled but discreditably. Thackeray not only 
flarried on the work triumphantly, but introduced nuite a new 
sort of realisjrvj . 
Lilly in his lecture on Thackeray has dubbed him wit 
the title of 'Humorist as the philosopher'. In fact Thackeray 
is abo/ve all a philosopher and a moralist. His aim is not only 
to tell a tile, but to expound a definite philosophy. Unlike 
his predecessors who were content with occasional reflections 
and moralizations, Thackeray is dominated from beginning to end 
with certain views of life. HeViolds certain views regarding our 
conduct in life, and no matter whatever he is virriting or des«» 
cribing, he is constantly dominate., loy his philosophy, This is 
-iuite a new spirit in English fiction, and he may claim to be 
the founder ofphilosophic fiction. He is always aiming at pro» 
ducing a moral impression. So much does he revere goodness, anc 
'enounce all that is vicious that he i3 determined that his 
S3 
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Pendennis or hisBeeky Sharp shall be judged at their true vale. 
The result istthat he ii always emphassing the moral signif ieanc< 
of his work. At every turn of the story, n..ackeray intrudes him. 
self and speaks about his philosophy and his morality, tfaturallj 
his novels are very markedly dominated by personal element 
which is another important characterstic of Thackeray. He is 
always speaking his own mind. Indeed, his novels are, so to say 
one prolonged confession, behind all the characters, there is 
Thackeray with the staff ofthe office ofmoral censor in his : 
hind. 
In order to understand the tragic pathos in the 
temprament of Thackeray which bursts out on every page of his 
novel we must turn to Thackeray himself. There was in Thackeray 
an extreme ensitiveness which, com cine d with his natural 
pessimism took delight in all that is tragic. Many instances of 
ahis«jrtreme sensitiveness of Thackeray ZQ the tragic elements 
of human life are to be found in his pages. This sensitiveness 
in the character of Thackeray ispesponsible for his another 
characterstic — — the spirit of irony. On account of excessive 
sensioility, or the capacity for fine fe^linge and emotions, he 
is easily offenced hy the so shams of society. 3ut he has got 
r 
that tendeness in his heart which prevents him from debouncing 
and swearing terrible vengeance like Carlyle. On the other hand 
he has too much of prudence and show of self -*|--command to 
burst forth in tears and laughter like Dickens. But ^ he»emo-
tion must find an outlet, and the door of irony is at last 
opened to it. Having taken to satire more on account of 
necessity than any wilful choice, it was natural that his sa/ir 
and irony world he refined and properly /. softened by tender-
ness and sympathy. That is the marked characterstic of Thack-
eray's satire, and therein he differs from Swift and Fieldin/% 
It is this spirit of iron/ in 'ahackeray which h ve led the 
critics to pronounce that Thackeray is a cynic, and most of us 
would agree that it is correct to a certain degree. ' e are not 
here to discus at length how far this charge against Thackeraj 
is wrong. Suffice to say tha , his attitude towards world and 
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life in general is such that even an ordinary reader is cons-
trained to acquisce in the remark that Thackeray is a cynic tf 
if not a great cynic. 
Only a few words remain to be said about his humour 
and style. The greatest characterstic of Dickens in his humour. 
But his imagination and an eager desire for jL melodrama changed 
his humour into farce — — vulgar force. But Thackeray belonged 
to the higher grade of society, and he was a great observer of 
decency. Unlike Pickens* Thackerayohumour is not ffltf?ce. He can 
see the oddities of human character, out in rendering them he 
avoides ohe temprament to the grotesque. Dickens's humourous 
creations are great achievements, butfthey are only caricatures* 
and, therefore, unreal. BitThere is not a single person in 
'Vanity Pair' who is not perfectly normal type - — the majority 
are commonplace. 
Critics may differ as to .he merit of Thackeray's 
irony or his philosophy, but all re unanimous in the verdict 
t 
that Thackeray is one of the greatest masters of syle in English 
literature. The greatness of his style consists in its simplicity 
its ease, and its unaffected eloquence. Thackeray wrote hastily, 
but he never wrote carelessly. i:very page in his novel isfperfeot 
in all the technicalities of language. His writing belong*to the 
rarest kind. He never contorted his language in order to achieve 
brilliance. It is perfect because it is natural. Therefore, the 
l:,ot thing that can be sddLd is that Thackeray is not only a grea 
novelist but a great writer - — a rare achievement. 
With Dickens and Thackeray this work may be properly 
closed. In these/two great masters English novel found its great-
est exponents. Leaving Dickens to the popularity of the genera-
tions, Thackeray ranks supreme not only in the Victorian Age 
out perhpas in the whole range of nineteenth century novel. 
Both Miss Austen and Sir Walter -cott trended along definite 
pathd. But in Thackeray both Hiss Austen and Ccott met with all 
their grandeur and brilliance. Thackeray was a realistic novel-
ist and perfected the art of Miss Austen, but 
of his genius is required to p*«^e his greatness as an artist 
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than that he essayed the historical novel after the fashion 
of Scott in 'Esmond' and gave us perhaps the best historical 
novel yet written. Indeed the English novel achieved its 
greatest triumph in him. The uncertainty which had been 
clinging to it ever since its final evolution was not wholly 
removed even by the consummate hands of Kiss Austen and "cott» 
That work v/as perhaps reserved for nhackeray and in his hand's 
it reached the highest pinnacle ofglory beyond which there ia 
nothing but the void of the vant firmament. 
We have now reached our journey's end and like 
'weary bands of travellers' we pause to remember what mess ge 
we have brought from the great masters of the earlier nine-
teenth century to handover to the next succeeding generations 
---- perhaps to our own. retting asioe the pessimism of 
""hackeray for a while, the one great le son that we learn from 
the novels of Jane Austen, Hcott and Dickens -—- to mention 
only the leaders, is unbounded confidence in the world we live 
in. Our life is inseparably bound with the rise and fall of 
the world's fortune, and, therefore, like so many members of 
a family, we must consier the world as our own beloved home. 
If there is something wrong with the world, it is because 
some evils have crept into it which we mu t set o remove in 
good time by gentle means and not by violont ^enunciations. 
Jane Austen with her delicate irony, Scott with his attempt 
to re-create the past and above all Pickens with his unbounded 
enthusiam for all the human institutions have the same message 
to unfold. They all discover, the many weaknesses and failings 
of human life, but they do not discover them to denounce hu» 
manity, but to sympathise with it and to set to remove the 
©onoKious elements in human existence for the uplift of their 
fellow-creatures. This is the triumph of the ninetheenth oen* 
tury optimism which towers over everything else. And how much 
efewe feel the need of this cheerful optimism at the present 
moment when the baneful ef "ects of pessimism is eating into 
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the very vitality oflour existence already made miserable 
by the effects of the Great War. The one cry of the modern 
world is for the practical solution of the political and 
social unrest that are fast enveloping the world and its 
inhabitants. 3ut we have only to turn round a lit le, peep 
into the last century and there find in the predominant spirit 
of optimism our'long.lost Angelina* who is to make again our 
life hap.oy and contented. 
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